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The most interesting phenomena in model theory are conclusions con- 
cerning the syntactical structure of a first order theory drawn from the 
examination of the models of the theory. With these phenomena in mind, it 
is natural to ask if it is possible to endow the collection of models of the 
theory with a natural abstract structure so that from the resulting entity 
one can fully recover the theory as a syntactical structure. We report here 
on results intended to constitute a positive answer to this question. 
Consider a first order theory T. The models of T form a category Mod T 
with morphisms the elementary embeddings. One oberves that every for- 
mula 4 of the theory, say with one free variable, gives rise to a functor [#] 
from Mod T to SET, the category of sets. [4] associates with any model M 
the extension 4(M) of 4 in M, and which every morphism h: M + N the 
map a H h(a); since h is elementary, the latter is a function 4(M) + 4(N). 
Let us call functors from Mod T to SET of the form [cj] standard. We 
would like to find properties of functors from Mod T to SET that are 
characteristic of standard functors. 
By Los’ theorem, ultraproducts of models of T are again models of T. 
Moreover, the operation of taking ultraproducts, nis, ( )JU, with a given 
ultrafilter U on a set Z, can be construed as a functor (Mod T)‘+ Mod T, 
by defining the ultraproduct of elementary maps in a natural way. Also, 
one has an ultraproduct functor nie, ( )i/U: (SET)‘+ SET defined 
similarly. By Los’ theorem again, the standard functors are seen to preserve 
ultraproducts, at least up to isomorphism; the precise statement of this 
asserts the existence of a natural isomorphism of two composite functors. 
There are canonically defined maps between various ultraproducts of 
sets; the simplest one is the diagonal map of a set into an ultrapower of it. 
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A general notion of such canonical maps, called ultramorphisms, is the 
main new concept of the present work. We can lift ultramorphisms from 
SET to Mod T and talk about functors from Mod T to SET preserving 
them. The content of our main result (Theorem 4.1) is that the structure 
preserving functors from Mod T to SET, with respect to all the aforemen- 
tioned structure put on Mod T and SET, will be essentially only the stan- 
dard ones. A more precise statement says that the category of structure 
preserving functors from Mod T to SET with morphisms the structure 
preserving natural transformations is equivalent to the pretopos com- 
pletion of the theory; cf. [MR]. 
The results of this paper should be compared to the Stone duality theory 
for Boolean algebras and Stone spaces [H]. If T is a theory in (linitary) 
propositional logic (given by a “language” which is a set of of propositional 
atoms, and a set of axioms in the given language), one has the associated 
Lindenbaum-Tarski (L-T) algebra B = B(T) of T, the elements of B are 
equivalence classes d/w of propositional formulas under the equivalence 
relation 
A model is an assignment of truthvalues (“true” or “false”) to the 
propositional atoms that makes all axioms true; the models of T are in 
one-to-one correspondence with the ultralilters on B. The well-known 
Stone space S(B) of ultrafilters on B can therefore be construed as “the 
space of models of T.” Upon identifying propositional theories with their 
L-T algebras (which means an abstraction from the “presentation” given 
by the language and the axioms) and identifying interpretations of a 
propositional theory in another (in the obvious sense) by Boolean 
homomorphisms between the corresponding L-T algebras, DUO&, the 
category of Boolean algebras is construed as the category of propositional 
theories. On the other hand, for any BE I.&J~o~el, S(B) is an object of 
Stone, the category of Stone (compact totally disconnected) spaces. 
BH S(B) is the object function of a functor 
and the duality theorem asserts that S is an equivalence of categories. 
In our theory, propositional theories are replaced by theories in first 
order predicate logic (with equality); the L-T algebra of a propositional 
theory is replaced by the pretopos completion P(T) of a first order theory 
T. (The notion of pretopos was introduced in [SGA4]. Part of the subject 
matter of [MR] is the justification of the “identification” of coherent 
theories with pretoposes; the pretopos completion of a coherent theory is 
the pretopos of coherent objects of the classifying topos of the theory. In 
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the last section of [Ml] it is explained in detail how to construe any first 
order theory as a coherent one by changing the language and what the 
resulting pretopos completion will be.) Just as propositional models of T (a 
propositional theory) became 2-valued homomorphisms B(T) -+ 2, models 
of T (a first order theory) become identified with certain functors P(T) + 
SET where SET is the category of all sets and functions (these functors are 
called “elementary” in this paper, “logical” in [MR]; for definitions, see 
also Sect. 1 below). The category 9&0/e is thus replaced by PF-, the 
category of pretoposes and elementary functors. 
The counterpart of Stone is of course the new contribution of this paper; 
it is UC. the category of ultracategories. A pre-ultracategory K is a category 
K together with (arbitrary) functors (“ultraproducts”) 
associated with all ultralilters (I, U). An ultracategory is a pre-ultracategory 
together with a certain additional structure consisting of ultramorphisms 
(the definition of ultramorphisms is given in Section 3; later in this 
Introduction some remarks concerning them will be given). A pre- 
uftrafunctor is a functor between pre-ultracategories preserving the pre- 
ultrastructure (“ultraproducts”) up to specified natural isomorphisms; these 
natural isomorphisms form a part of the data defining a pre-ultrafunctor 
(see Sect. 2). An ultrafunctor is a pre-ultrafunctor also “preserving 
ultramorphisms” (see Sect. 3). The objects of UC are the ultracategories, 
the morphisms the ultrafunctors. 
The Stone functor S: 5?00ee“~ -+ Stone is naturally replaced by the 
functor 
Mod: .cF’F’p + UC; 
for a pretopos T, Mod T is the ultracategory of models of T; this is the 
category Mod T of all elementary functors T+ SET endowed with the 
usual ultraproducts and with the ultramorphisms as already mentioned 
above. Mod is not an equivalence of categories however, its properties are 
explained as follows. 
The first point is that both 99 and UC are 2-categories (cf., e.g., 
[CWM]): the horn-“sets” 9F(F, S’), UC(K, K’) are both categories. (In 
Sect. 7, there is a self-contained introduction to 2-categories.) The 
morphisms of the latter categories (2-cells of the 2-categories) are all the 
natural transformations in the first case, and the ultratransformations 
(ultraproduct preserving natural transformations) in the second case (see 
Sect. 2). 
The functor G = Mod is in fact a 2-functor. Moreover, it has a left 
adjoint F: UC + PF-; F is a 2-functor, and the adjunction is meant in the 
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straightforward “strict” sense for 2-functors (see Sect. 7). For K an 
ultracategory, F(K) is the category (a pretopos) of all ultrafunctors from K 
to SET, and ultratransformations between them. 
The counit of this adjunction, a 2-transformation 
E: Id,,, + FG, 
has the property that for any small pretopos T, 
is equivalence of categories; this is the main result of the paper, 
Theorem 4.1 (and in a sharpened form, Theorem 5.2). In other words, the 
“theory” (pretopos) T is recovered, up to equivalence, as the value of the 
functor F at Mod T, the ultracategory of models. The situation is 
analogous to an ordinary (l-) adjunction F+ G of functors G: % + 9, 
F: 9 + % in which the right adjoint G is a full embedding (see Theorem 1, 
p. 88 in [CWM]) and thus C becomes a full reflective subcategory of 9 in 
the terminology of [CWM]. Our result can also be paraphrased somewhat 
imprecisely that YPY -Op is a full reflective sub-2-category of UC at least as 
far as small objects of PY are concerned. More precisely, we say that the 
adjunction F+ G is a “reflection in the small”; see Section 8. 
The author has made the observation that the construction of the 
adjunction F--I G is based solely on a simple basic property of SET, the 
category of sets. This property is that SET is a pretopos and at the same 
time an ultracategory in a standard way; moreover the two structures on 
SET “commute” in a sense which is expressed by what we call Los’ 
theorem: any ultraproduct functor [U]: SET’+ SET is an elementary 
functor between pretoposes. In Section 8 we explain in somewhat more 
detail the general idea of what we call the Stone adjunction based on a pair 
of “structures” (&‘, A) with identical “underlying objects” A such that d 
“commutes” with A. The Stone duality turns out to come from the Stone 
adjunction based on the two-element set endowed with the standard 
Boolean algebra structure on the one hand, and the discrete topological 
space structure on the other. 
Professor Michael Barr has informed me that the general idea of what I 
called Stone adjunction was found by William Lawvere many years ago; 
Lawvere also pointed out that important instances of duality in 
mathematics (such as the Gelfand duality between Banach algebras and 
compact T,-spaces) fall under the general scheme of Lawvere (Stone) 
adjunction. (I emphasize that it is only the adjunction that follows from 
general principles; the additional properties of being a reflection, or even 
an equivalence, are proved in each case by detailed examination of the 
concrete situation.) A general theory of duality, including a precise general 
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formulation of Stone adjunctions for the case the “left-hand-side” category 
is operational (essentially: a category of algebras defined by operations on 
underlying sets), is given in [ 111. 
We are not aware of instances in the literature of the Stone adjunction 
for structures with underlying categories (such as our case) instead of struc- 
tures with underlying sets. However, we can point out a simple instance as 
follows. 
Let Lex denote the 2-category of left exact categories: its objects (O-cells) 
are the categories having all finite (left) limits: its l-cells are the tinite-limit- 
preserving functors, and its 2-cells are all natural transformations between 
them. On the other hand, UD is the 2-category of categories with arbitrary 
small limits, and directed colimits; again, the l-cells are the structure- 
preserving functors, and the 2-cells are all the natural transformations. 
Given R E I Lex 1, G(R) is the category Lex( R, SET) of all left exact functors 
R + SET; this category has all small limits and directed colimits, i.e., 
G(R) E [LDl. G is a part of a Stone adjunction F--l G (based again on 
SET); moreover, it turns out that (similarly to our main result) this 
adjunction is a reflection in the small. This is equivalent to saying that the 
canonical “evaluation” functor 
R + LD(Lex(R, SET), SET) 
is an equivalence of categories, for any small left exact category R. 
(Originally, the author found this fact as a consequence of the present 
work; Michael Barr has pointed out a simple direct proof to the author.) 
Next, we point out a third “2categorical” Stone adjunction, this time 
involving exact categories (cf. [EC]). We will then make a comparison 
between the three, to emphasize novel aspects of the one for pretoposes. 
Let bz be the 2-category of (finitely complete) exact categories (cf. 
[EC]) with exact functors as l-cells and all natural transformations as 
2-cells. Let IID denote the 2-category of all categories having all small 
products, and directed colimits. Since ultraproducts can be defined in terms 
of products and directed colimits, any object of TID can be considered in a 
natural way to be a pre-ultracategory; a ITD-u-category is by definition an 
ultracategory whose pre-ultracategory part is an object of IID. For the 
same reason, a l-cell X K + K’ in IID can be regarded in a natural way to 
be a pre-ultrafunctor; then, if K, K’ are in addition DD-u-categories, it 
makes sense to say of X that it is an ultra-functor (preserves 
ultramorphisms). Let IID, be the 2-category whose O-cells are the IID-u- 
categories, and such that IID,(K, K’) is the full subcategory lTD(K, K’) 
with objects the ultrafunctors K + K’. For an exact category S, G(S) = 
bm(S, SET) turns out to be an object of DD, in a natural way (in par- 
ticular, G(S) has products and directed colimits). Corollary 6.1 in Section 6 
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below expresses the fact that G is a part of a Stone adjunction F-I G 
which is a reflection in the small. 
Comparison of the three “2-categorical” Stone adjunctions so far 
mentioned shows, first, that the one for pretoposes and ultracategories 
concerns, on the “space” side, categories with genuine additional structure 
(ultracategories) in the sense that the ultraproduct functors are not defined 
(by something like a universal property) on the basis of the category struc- 
ture: the category of models of a first order theory does not have products 
in general (although it does have directed colimits). On the other hand, 
part of the additional structure on a DD-u-category (products and directed 
colimits) are defined on the basis of the category structure alone, though 
another part (ultramorphisms) is not. (We note in passing that 
ultramorphisms are not as extraneous in the context of exact categories as 
they seem at first; the general idea of an ultramorphism can be applied to 
the product and directed colimit functors directly instead of to 
ultraproducts, resulting in a natural notion “I-ID-morphism;” moreover, it 
turns out that the resulting DD-morphisms are more general than 
ultramorphisms, and therefore the “natural” version of the reflection result 
for exact categories is a consequence (weakening) of the version stated 
above). Finally, in the simplest case of left exact categories, all structure on 
the “space” side is definable by the category structure alone. 
The difference between the pretopos case and the exact category case 
accounts for the fact that, in the exact case, there is no need for a notion 
corresponding to ultratransformations. Because of this, IID,(K, K’) is a full 
subcategory of TID(K, K’); therefore Corollary 6.1 contains Michael Barr’s 
full exact embedding theorem (see [EC]) in the sharpened version given in 
[M2]. In the context of general first order theories (pretoposes), it is 
natural that on the category of models one needs, besides the ultraproduct 
functors, some additional structure expressing connections between the 
various ultraproduct functors; it is somewhat surprising, however, that 
such additional structure (ultramorphisms) becomes relevant even in the 
case of exact categories when the functor-operations on the “category of 
models” are categorically definable. 
There are at least two topics in this paper that ideally should be dis- 
cussed in much greater generality. One is the setting-up of the Stone 
adjunction for pretoposes and ultracategories, begun in Section 2, con- 
tinued in Section 3, and completed in Section 8. It would have been nicer to 
subsume those straightforward but tedious computations under a general 
theory of Stone adjunctions for structures with underlying objects in an 
arbitrary Cartesian closed category (SET and Cat being the chief examples 
for the latter). Although the organization of the material reflects an attempt 
at such a general theory, the author could not find a satisfactory final 
formulation. 
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The other topic is the definition of ultramorphism. This is a purely 
universal algebraic concept, in the context of structures with underlying 
categories instead of underlying sets. In fact, given any “algebra” S con- 
sisting of a category S, and a family of “operations”: functors of the form 
Sri + Sr2 (with Z,, Z, graphs defining the “arity” of the operation), one 
has an associated concept of “S-morphism”; this becomes “ultramorphism” 
if S is the category of sets together with all the ultraproduct functors [U]: 
SET’ + SET as operations. Two remarks should be made: first, an S 
morphism is defined within S, and no ambient class of structures is 
involved; second, an S-morphism is not the same as a “composite” 
(“polynomial”) in terms of the given operations. 
The most natural kind of S-morphism occurs when the operations of S 
are defined by universal properties such as limit, colimits, etc. If one has a 
diagram A of objects and morphisms in S, with a specification that certain 
items in A are obtained from certain others by one of the operations of S, 
then one has certain new, uniquely defined morphisms between objects of 
the diagram, existing directly by the universal properties involved. Picking 
a definite such morphism, and considering the “same” morphism 
simultaneously for all diagrams “of the same kind as A,” one has an 
S-morphism that can be called canonical. 
Here is an example. SupposeS: Z-r J is a function between the sets Z and 
.Z, U is an ultralilter on Z, V is the ultratilter on J for which BE V iff 
f-‘(B) E U. Then, given any family (Aj)jeJ of sets, one has a “canonical” 
map 
defined by 
Moreover, we have the naturality condition depicted as 
Aj n AjIV ‘(@ , n A/,&J 
g/ 
I 
rlg,lV 
I 
3 
I 
n g/(n,/u 
Bj II Bif v-T&? , II BfCi,f” 
This is a simple example of an ultramorphism in SET. It is clear that this 
ultramorphism lifts to the category of models Mod T of a theory: for a 
family of models (Mj), one has dCM,>: n kf,/V-+n Mrci,/U, with the 
obvious naturality condition holding. 
Since ultraproducts in SET are defined in terms of products and directed 
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colimits, the above ultramorphism in SET can be seen to derive solely from 
the universal properties of products and colimits. In other words, the 
ultramorphism is a canonical one associated with the algebra Y which is 
SET together with the small product and directed colimit functors. 
However, the products no longer exist in Mod r; the ultramorphism in 
Mod T cannot be “canonically” defined; it remains an “abstract” 
ultramorphism. 
In Section 3, we introduce the general concept of (“abstract”) 
ultramorphism. In the proof of the main result in Section 4, we construct 
certain ultramorphisms. Much of the verification of their being 
ultramorphisms is postponed to Section 5, where we show that in fact they 
are canonical with respect to the full small limit (not just product) and 
colimit structure of SET. 
A summary of the material of the present paper appears in [M3].’ 
PRELIMINARY REMARKS 
For unexplained terminology [CWM] (occasionally [CK] and [ MR] ) 
should be consulted. 
In our underlying set-theory, we use sets, classes, and superclasses. In 
axiomatic terms, we use Zermelo-Fraenkel set-theory with the axiom of 
choice, with the additional axiom of the existence of two distinct (strongly) 
inaccessible cardinals. With 8,, 0, the first. respectively, the second 
inaccessible, we call elements of VBO (sets of rank <do) sets, elements of V,, 
classes, and arbitrary elements of the universe superclasses. A small 
category, a category, and a supercategory are “categories” whose collection 
of objects and all horn-“sets” are sets, respectively, classes, respectively, 
superclasses. The category of sets, SET, is a category, but not a small 
category; for categories K and S, the functor category Hom(K, S) (denoted 
SK in [CWM]) is a category; the “category” of all categories is a super- 
category, but not a category. 
With any subcategory K of the functor category Hom(V, 9?), one has the 
well-known evaluation functor 
ev: %? + Hom(K, 9) 
defined by the formulas 
ev(C)(M) = M(C) (Ce 1% ME 14) 
ev(C)(h) = h, (h:M+M’inK) 
(eW))M = M(f) (f: C + C’ in 97). 
’ Note added in proof: The papers [M4] and [M5] develop the subject of this paper in 
further directions. 
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The functor ev(C) is also written (C); it is the functor “evaluation at 
C”: K + 9. 
1. BASIC NOTIONS 
A. Pretoposes 
The notion of pretopos was introduced by Grothendieck [SGA4]; see 
also [MR]. Although the reader will not have to keep in mind the exact 
definition in order to follow the main part of the paper, for completeness 
we record the definition. A pretopos is a category T satisfying the 
following: 
(1) T has all finite (left) limits (is finitely complete); or equivalently, 
T has a terminal object, and all pullbacks. 
(2) T has a strict zero-object 0. 0 is an initial object and every 
morphism with codomain 0 is an isomorphism. 
(3) T has a stable disjoint sum of any pair of objects. A disjoint sum 
A u B of objects A, B is a coproduct of A and B such that, for the 
canonical injections i: A -+A L-I B, j: B+AuB, i and j are 
monomorphisms, and in the pullback 
A-AuB 
I p.b. ’ 
C- B 
C is isomorphic to 0; moreover; if in the diagram 
A’AuB 
4! A 
A’? C B 
i’ p.b. 
I/ 
B“ 
we have two pulbacks as shown, then C’ is a disjoint sum of A’ and B’ with 
canonical injections i’ and j’ (stability). 
(4) T has stable quotients of equivalence relations. A diagram 
E Z{ A of classes and functions is an equivalence relation if the map 
e H (f(e), g(e)): E -+ A x A is one-to-one and its image is an equivalence 
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relation on A in the ordinary sense. A diagram E z{ A in T is an 
equivalence relation if for all BE 1 TI, the induced diagram 
Hom(B, E) a, Hom(B, A) 
VL 
is an equivalence relation. A quotient of the equivalence relation E si A is 
a coequalizer A +* Q off and g such that the diagram 
is a pullback; it is stable if the following holds: whenever A -+‘J Q is a 
quotient of some equivalence relation, and the diagram 
is a pullback, then A’ +y’ Q’ is the quotient of some equivalence relation as 
well. 
A functor T+ T between pretoposes is a morphism of pretoposes, or an 
elementary functor, (“logical functor” in [MR]), if it preserves the pretopos 
structure. More precisely, this means the following. We consider the follow- 
ing live kinds of finite diagrams in any category: 
(1.1) a single object, denoted 1; it is a terminal object diagram if 1 is a 
terminal object; 
(1.2) a diagram of the form 
A-C 
I I 
D- B: 
it is a pullback diagram if the well-known condition holds; 
(2) a single object, denoted 0; it is a zero object diagram, if 0 is a 
strict zero object; 
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(3) a diagram of the form 
I i 
B; 
it is a disjoint sum diagram if C is a disjoint sum of A and B with canonical 
injections i and j; 
(4) a diagram of the form 
it is a quotient diagram, if (f, g) is an equivalence relation and q is its 
quotient. 
Now, M is elementary if the following holds: for each of the live kinds of 
diagrams, if a finite diagram in T is of that kind, then M transforms it into 
a diagram in 7” of the same kind. Note in particular that in pretoposes we 
do not require “distinguished” products, pullbacks, etc., and accordingly, 
elementary functors are not necessarily “strict,” even if such “distinguished” 
products, etc., are present (as in SET, or in most actual pretoposes). 
The most standard example of a pretopos is SET. An elementary functor 
M: T + SET is called a model of T. In [MR] it is explained in what sense 
pretoposes correspond to theories, models of pretoposes correspond to 
models of theories, natural transformations between two models M, N: 
T Z SET correspond to homomorphisms (in case of a Boolean T, elemen- 
tary embeddings) of models. In addition, arbitrary elementary functors 
T--f T’ between pretoposes should be regarded as (generalized) inter- 
pretations (of T in T’). In particular, note that any functor M: T + SET is 
a structure of the many-sorted similarity type the underlying graph of T 
whose sorts are the objects of T and whose only other symbols are unary 
operations between sorts, the morphisms of T. Therefore, e.g., for a natural 
transformation h: M-t M’ with M, M’ models of T makes sense to be 
called elementary: it means that h is an elementary embedding of M (as a 
many-sorted structure) into M’. 
When we want to emphasize that the category T is a pretopos, we write 
F for it. T, T,, T’, SET, etc., on the one hand, and 5, z;, F’, L&Pet, etc., 
on the other, mean respectively the same categories but the script notation 
emphasizes that we regard them as pretoposes. Accordingly, a notation like 
means that M is a morphism of pretoposes, i.e., an elementary functor. The 
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category of (all) elementary functors from Jr to Jr-’ is denoted 
Hom(5, F’); this is the full subcategory of Hom( T, T) whose objects are 
all elementary functors M: F + F-‘. The category Hom(F, 92) is written 
Mod T; it is the category of (all) models of T. 
A functor M: T -+ T’ between pretoposes T and T’ is said to rej7ect the 
pretopos structure, or is coelementary, if the following holds. Whenever 
rl + T is a diagram in T, with one of the live finite graphs rr the five kinds 
of pretopos diagrams are based on, and the composite f, + T + T’ is of 
the corresponding kind (terminal object, zero object, etc.) in T, then 
r, + T is of that same kind in T. 
B. Pre-ultracategories 
Next, we elaborate on ultraproducts. Given an ultrafilter U on a (non- 
empty) set I (cf. [CK]), one has the ultraproduct functor 
[U]: SET’- SET 
defined as follows: given any family ( Ai: i E Z) = (A,) of sets, define the 
equivalence relation - U on the set of all vectors (a,: iE P) such that P E U 
and a,EAi for REP as 
(a,: iE P) = (a:: iE P’) iff {iE Pn P’:ai=a:) E U. 
Denote by (ai)/U the equivalence class of (a,), and define n;,, A,JU= 
n A,/U to be the set of all equivalence classes of -. (Because of 
the possibility of some Ai being empty, the more usual formulation 
with vectors indexed by the full set I is not adequate.) This defines the 
action of the functor [U] on objects: [U] ( (Ai)) = n A,/U. Given 
(f;: Ai+B,/i~Z)=(f,), we define 
such that 
f( <a, >lW = Ui(ai) >lui 
it is easy to check that f is well defined, and that [U] so defined is a 
functor SET’ -+ SET. 
An ultraproduct of sets is a directed colimit of products; in a formula: 
I-I Ai/‘U=limp, VP nieP Aj. The graph of the colimit is VP, the opposite 
of the partial order on U defined by containment; since U is closed under 
intersection, Uop is directed. The diagram d: Uop -+ SET, the colimit of 
which is nAi/U, has d(P)=niE.Ai, and d((P, Q))=the canonical 
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projection ni, P Ai + n,,, Ai for P, Q in U, P 2 Q. An ultraproduct of 
morphisms is a canonical map between colimits of products. 
Next, we introduce some purely formal concepts. 
A pre-ultracategory (p.-u.c.) S is a category S together with a specified 
but arbitrary functor [U]: S’ --) S formally associated with any ultrafilter 
U on any set Z. SET is the p.-U.C. SET with the standard ultraproduct 
functors. A strict ultraproduct preserving jiunctor, or strict pre-ultrafunctor 
between p.-u.c.‘s S and S’ is a functor X S + S’ such that for all ultrafilters 
U (on I), the diagram 
CUIS s’ - s 
X’ 
I I 
x 
(s’)’ cas, s 
commutes. More generally, a pre-ultrafinctor (p.-u.f.) S -+ S’ is a functor 
X: S -+ S’, together with a specified transition isomorphism 
[X, U]: x0 [U] --% [U]%r’ 
for each ultrafilter U. A script p.-u.f. is therefore a p.-u.f. whose transition 
isomorphisms are all identity natural transformations. 
An ultratransformation (u.t.) between p.-u.f.‘s X and Y: S 3 S’ is a 
natural transformation 6: X-, Y such that, with the four composite 
functors and natural transformations from the diagram 
we have a commutative diagram of functors and natural transformations as 
follows: 
If X and Y are strict, this condition reduces to the equality 
00 [U]s= [u]s+d. 
The pre-ultrafunctors between two fixed pre-ultracategories S, S’ and 
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ultratransformations between them form a category Hom(S, S’). We have 
the forgetful functor 
Hom(S, S’) --+ Hom(S, S’) 
that assigns to each ultrafunctor its functor-part; it is clearly a faithful 
functor, but it is not full. We will refer to this functor as a quasi inclusion. 
The strict p.-u.f.‘s S+ s’ can be identified with p.-u.f.‘s with identity 
transition isomorphisms; the category Hom,(S, S’) of strict p.-u.f.‘s with 
ultratransformations as morphisms then appears as a full subcategory of 
Hom(S, S’). 
There is an obvious composition of p.-u.f.‘s. Given X: K + K’ and Y: 
K’ -+ K”, the composite Yo X: K -+ K’ has its functor-part the composite of 
the functor-parts of X and Y, the transition isomorphisms are given as 
follows. In the diagram 
there are three composite functors 
F, G, H: K’ ,’ K”: 
F= YoXfi[u], 
G= Yo [Ujld 
H= [U]K.,~ Y’nX’; 
we have the composite natural isomorphisms 
@=Yo[X,U]: F=G 
Y=[Y,U]oX’: G%H; 
we define [YoX, U] = ‘PO@. 
In this way we have defined the object function of the functor 
Hom(X, K”) = ( )o X: Hom(K’, K”) -+ Hom(K, K”); 
the action on morphisms is the usual action of composition with X on 
natural transformations. 
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2. PRETOPOSES VERSUS PRE-ULTRACATEGORIES 
The starting point for this paper is that the category of sets, SET, carries, 
simultaneously, a pretopos structure (9%) and a pre-ultracategory struc- 
ture (SET); and that, moreover, these two structures “commute” with each 
other. By this we mean the following. Let U be an ultralilter on I. The 
direct power SET’ is a pretopos (as is easily verified; see also below). Now, 
we have 
Los’ THEOREM. Any ultraproduct jiinctor SET’ + [W SET is elementary. 
Although the theorem is fundamental, it is routine to verify it; we omit 
the details. In a roundabout way, this theorem follows from a well-known 
form of Los theorem (the fundamental theorem on ultraproducts [CK]), 
but since it is more elementary than the latter, this derivation is 
inappropriate. Rather, using purely formal arguments, we derive the model- 
theoretical version from the basic Los theorem. 
In what follows, we develop a formal theory relating pretoposes and 
p.-u.c.‘s based solely on Los’ theorem. To emphasize the abstract character 
of the context, we take a category S and we assume that S is a pretopos Y, 
that S also carries a p.-U.C. structure S, and that [U] Y : Y ’ -+ 9’ is elemen- 
tary for all ultrafilters (Z, U). In fact, it will not be important that we talk 
about pretoposes and p.-u.c.‘s specifically, but it would be pointless to 
introduce greater generality. In what follows, 5 (= T), 5’ (= T) are 
arbitrary pretoposes. K and K’ are p.-u.c.‘s with respective underlying 
categories K and K’. 
We make a series of statements that are actually definitions of gradually 
introduced structures. The proofs are all quite formal and easy; we make 
only occasional remarks concerning them. At this stage there is a perfect 
symmetry in the roles the two kinds of structures play. 
(i)(a) Hom(K, S) is a pretopos, denoted &wz(K, S), such that we have a 
,factorization 
K”‘K Hom(Hom(K, S), S) 
\ /wio* 
Hom(%&(K, S), Y) 
(with evK the evalutation functor). [Here K is an arbitrary caregory; the pre- 
ultrastructure on it does not play any role.] 
The proof is well-known, although it does require work. 
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(i)(b) Hom( T, S) is a p.-u.c., denoted Hom( T, S), in a unique way such 
that we have a factorization 
T 
evr 
P Hom(Hom( T, S), S) 
I 
3 
I 
quasi inclusion 
Hom.,Wom( T ,  9, S) ~Hom(Hom( T ,  S), S) 
[Here T is an arbitrary caregory.] 
ProoJ: The factorization condition forces us to define [U] = 
iIu1 HomCT,S) = n( )/U by the formulas: 
= n (hi)/JU (hi: Mi -+ Ni in Hom( T, S)). 
A 
It is easy to verify that in this way we indeed get what we want. Note that, 
for the case S= SET, we have just given the usual definition of the 
ultraproduct of structures of the similarity type the graph of T. 1 
(ii)(a) Construct the commutative diagram 
ev; 
K - Hom(Hom(K, S), S) Hom(K, S) 
defining ev’,.Then evk is made into a p.-u.f. 
evK : K -Hom(Hom(K, S), S) 
b-v the transition isomorphisms [ev,, U] defined by the formula 
(Cev,, ulcM,>)~= CX UW,> 
(U an ultrafilter on Z, M,E lKl for iEZ, XE IHom(K,S)I). 
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(ii)(b) Construct the commutative diagram 
TL Hom(Hom(F,9’), S) Hom(F, 9) 
i (incl.) 
Horn(@) 
I 
Hom(Hom( T, S), S) Hom( T, S) 
defining evl,. Then evl, is an elementary functor denoted 
evy : F - &m(Hom(F, 9), S). 
(iii)(a) (functoriality of ~%a(-, S)). For any X: K+ K’, the functor 
Hom(X, S) = (-) 0 X: Hom(K’, S) + Hom(K, S) is elementary: &m(X, S): 
c%%m(K’, S) + s%%m( K, S). 
(iii)(b) (functoriality of Hom( -, S)). For any M: T-t T’, the functor 
Hom(M, S) = ( - ) 0 M: Hom( T’, S) + Hom( T, S) 
is a strict pre-ultrafunctor: 
Hom( M, S): Hom( T’, S) + Hom( T, S). 
(iv)(a) Hom(K, S) is a pretopos, denoted &m(K, S), such that the 
quasi-inclusion 
X&z(K, S) q.i. + &m(K, S) 
is both elementary and coelementary. 
Proof: The proof relies on Los’ theorem. It also shows why we have to 
consider general pre-ultrafunctors, not just strict ones. Otherwise, the proof 
uses only very general features of the definition of pretopos, and in par- 
ticular, the verifications of each of the four parts of the definition of 
pretopos for Hom(K, S) all follow the same pattern. This pattern could be 
made explicit but it does not seem worth doing so. 
We show how to obtain equalizers in Hom(K, S). Let the diagram 
in Hom(K, S) be given; let E --*‘X be a morphism in Hom(K, S) (with X 
now meaning just the functor part of what X was originally) such that 
f E---e,X-: Y (2.1) 
A? 
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is an equalizer-diagram in Hom(K, S). We endow E with transition 
isomorphisms making it an object of Hom(K, S). Consider the diagram 
The fact that f and g are ultratransformations (morphisms in 
Hom(K, S)) implies that the two squares on the right (one with two 
horizontal arrows involving f’s, the other with g’s) commute; in other 
words, we have an isomorphism of the two diagrams, one consisting of the 
upper pair of morphisms, the other of the lower pair. Los’ theorem and the 
choice of e imply that the lower half of the intire diagram is an equalizer 
diagram; so is the upper half by the choice of e. By the essential uniqueness 
of equalizers, therefore, there is a unique vertical arrow ? on the left that, 
with the two other vertical arrows, makes up an isomorphism of the two 
equalizer diagrams. We define [E, U] (,,,,) = ?. To show that this definition 
gives us a natural transformation, we consider a family of morphisms 
11,: M,+M:; 
we consider the entire diagram above, with the M,‘s replaced by the Mi’s, 
and we show that the 12,‘s induce, in a natural way, a natural transfor- 
mation between the Mi-version and the Mi-version of the entire diagram. 
This can be done, using general features of the definition of equalizer. 
Because of the commutativity of the square on the left side, we see that e 
is indeed a morphism in Hom(K, S). It remains to verify that the diagram 
(2.1) so obtained is indeed an equalizer diagram; this is easy. The remain- 
ing assertions are left to the reader to prove. 
Assume in this proof that X and Y were strict ultrafunctors. E still proves 
to be a general ultrafunctor, unless en,,,, is literally the same as n e,,/U. 
It seems rather impossible (and pointless) to force the definition of E +’ X 
to satisfy this. 1 
(iv)(b) Hom(F, 9) is a p.-u.c., denoted Hom(F, Y’), such that rhe 
inclusion 
Hom(9, 9) - Hom( T, S) 
is a strict p.-u.f. 
Proof: The statement is equivalent to saying that the ultraproduct 
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(according to (i)(b)) of functors T + S which happen to be elementary is 
elementary too. This is a direct consequence of Los’ theorem, as stated 
above, and it is identical to the usual version of that theorem, which says 
that the ultraproduct of models of a theory is a model of the same 
theory. 1 
(v)(a) (Functoriality of XXWZ( -, S)) For any ultrufunctor X: K + K’, 
the functor 
Hom(X, S): Hom(K’, S) + Hom(K, S) 
(see the end of Sect. 1) is elementary, 
&m(X, S): &nz(K’,S) A &m(K, S). 
Proof It is clear from the definitions that the diagram 
Hom(K’, K) Hom(X*S’+ Hom(K, S) 
q.i. 
I I 
q.i. 
Hom(K’, S) ~om(~ H0n-W S) 
commutes. By (iv)(a) and (iii)(a), the composite of the left arrow and the 
bottom arrow is elementary. The right arrow is coelementary by (iv)(a). So 
the top arrow is elementary. 1 
(v)(b) (Functoriality of Hom( -, 9)). For any elementary M: 
Y-F-‘, the functor 
Hom(M, 9’): Hom(Y’, 9) - Hom(Y, 9’) 
is a strict p.-u.f. denoted 
Hom(M, Y): Hom(Y’, 9’) --+ Hom(Y, 9). 
Proof Dual to the previous one. 1 
(vi)(a) Construct the following commutative diagram, defining the 
functor eK: K+ Hom(&&(K, S), 9’): 
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Hom(K, S) (: Y (W) Hom(K, S) 
Hom(Hom(K, S), S) Hom(y3S)+ Hom(Hom(K, S), S) 
Hom(%&K, S), 9’) ~om(q Hom(Xk~(K, S), 9) 
%wz(K, S) 4 (,yl,, &%z(K, S). 
The left triangle is given by (i)(a), the top triangle by (ii)(a), and eK is 
defined so that the bottom triangle commutes. The square commutes, as 
easily seen. As a consequence, the right triangle commutes. Now, by 
(iv)(b), the right vertical inclusion is a strict p.-u.f., 
i: Hom(F. 9) - Hom( T, S) 
for F = &%w(K, S); also by (ii)(a), we have the p.-u.f, 
evK : K - Hom( T, S), 
whose functor part is evk. It follows that eK is made a p.-u.f., denoted 
e, : K - Hom(%&x(K, S), Y), 
in a unique way such that i 0 eK = evK. 
(vi)(b) By exactly the dual procedure (and using that by (iv)(a), 
q: XXWZ(K, S) + &H(K, S) is coefementary; here K = Hom(Y, Y)), we 
construct the elementary jiinctor 
e,, : F - sfht(Hom(F-, Y), S). 
It is clear from its definition that e = e, satisfies the formulas delining 
evaluation functors: 
44 MM) = M(A) 
e(A j(h) = h,4 
eWM = M(f) 
(A E ITI, ME lHom(F, 971) 
(h: M 4 N in Hom(9, 9’)) 
(f: A -+ B in T). 
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3. ULTRAMORPHISMS 
The main new concept of this paper is that of ultramorphism, a 
generalization of the canonical embedding M -+6 M” of a structure (or a 
set) into an ultrapower of it. An ultramorphism is a “canonically defined 
map between ultraproducts.” Before giving the general definition, we give 
an example, itself generalizing the above 6: A4 -+ M”. 
Let us give ourselves two sets, Z and J, a map g: Z -+ J, an ultrafilter U on 
Z, and the induced ultrafilter V on J defined by Q E V iff g-‘(Q) E U. With 
these fixed data, we associate an ultramorphism in SET as follows. 
Let (Aj) = (Aj: je J) be a J-family of sets. We deduce the Z-family 
(AgciI: iE Z) and the two ultraproducts A = n Aj/V and B= n A,,,,/U. 
We have the following “canonically defined” map 6 = 6<+: A + B given by 
the formula 
(it is easy to verify that 6 is well defined). 
The ultramorphism 6 is the totality of all maps dcA,>, for all J-families 
(Aj) of sets. That 6 is an ultramorphism amounts, according to our 
general definition below, to satisfying that whenever fi: A j -+ Bj is a map for 
every j E J, then the diagram 
commutes; this is indeed readily verified. Choosing J to be a singleton, we 
obtain the first-mentioned example. 
We now give the general concept. 
An ultragraph r is given by 
(i) two disjoint sets Z’, Zb; the elements of Z’ are called free nodes, 
the elements of Tb are bound nodes; Irj = Tf u Tb is the set of nodes; 
(ii) for any pair y, y’ of nodes, a set E(y, y’) of edges from y to 7’; in 
particular we have a (directed) graph in the sense of [CWM]; 
(iii) an assignment of a triple (Z, U, g ) = ( ZB, U,, gs ) to any bound 
node BE Tb such that U is an ultrafilter on Z, and g: I + Z’. 
An ultradiagram of type Z in a pre-ultracategory S is a diagram 
.d: r+s 
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(i.e., an assignment of an object d(y) of S to each node y of I-, and of a 
morphism d(e): d(y) + &‘(y’) to each edge eE E(y, y’)) satisfying the 
condition 
for all BEZ-~. We use the notation 
d:T-S 
to indicate that ,cI is an ultradiagram of type r in S. 
A morphism of ultradiagrams @: d ---f $7 between ultradiagrams 
of the same type in the same ultracategory is a natural transformation @ 
between d and .93 as diagrams (see [CWM ] ) satisfying the additional 
condition 
for all a E r? 
Let r be an ultragraph, and k and 1 two distinguished nodes (free or 
bound) in r; write r* for the triple (I’, k, I). An ultramorphism (u.m.) of 
type r* in S (S a p.-u.c.) is given by assigning a morphism 
d,,: d(k) - d(r) 
to each ultradiagram d: r+ S such that whenever @: ,c4 + 3 is a 
morphism between ultradiagrams G?, B: r ‘: S, we have that the diagram 
d(k) A B’(k) 
commutes. 
The same definition more abstractly put looks as follows. We have the 
category Hom(r, S) of all ultradiagrams of type r in S as objects and all 
morphisms between them as explained above; the composition is that of 
natural transformations. The nodes k and 1 of r define functors 
Hom(I’, S) + S 
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“evaluation at k(at1)” defined by the formulas 
(kN4 = d(k) (d E IHoNK S)l) 
(k)(@) = @k (0: d’ + .9d in Hom(T, S)) 
and similarly for (I). An ultramorphism of type r* in S is a natural trans- 
formation 6: (k) + (1). 
To fit our example above into this scheme, we let r be the ultragraph 
specified as 
T’=J 
fb= {k, ,> (disjoint from J) 
E(Y, $1 = 0 for all y, y’ E jr\ 
(Ik, Uk, a) = <J, K idJ> 
(I,, u,, 8,) = (13 u, IT>. 
An ultradiagram d of type r in SET is determined by the family 
(&‘(j):j~ J) = (,4,:j~ J). Defining 6, to be c?,,,, as we did above results 
in an ultramorphism in SET; the requisite commutativity condition is seen 
to be identical to the one stated above. 
We denote the class of all ultramorphisms in SET by d(SET). An 
ultracategory (u.c.) K is a pre-ultracategory together with a specification of 
an ultramorphism 6, associated with any 6 E d(SET) such that C& is of the 
same type as 6. SET is the “standard” U.C. with 6sET = 6 (6 E d(SET)). We 
denote both ultracategories and pre-ultracategories by bold face capitals; 
when we are forced to, we write pre-K for the p.-U.C. part of the UC. K. 
Let K and S be pre-ultracategories, X: K + S a pre-ultrafunctor. Let 6’ 
and 6 be ultramorphisms in K, respectively, in S, of the same type r*. We 
define what we mean by saying that X carries 6’ into 6. If X is strict, this 
means that in the diagram 
(k) , 
Hom(I’, K) 8’1 K 
Hom(T,X) x 
Hom(T, S) SJ S 
(I) 
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the two composite natural transformations are equal, 
6 0 Hom(T, X) = X0 6’. 
The point here is that X being strict, the left vertical arrow makes sense. 
For a general X, we have to slightly modify this definition; this 
modification could have been avoided by defining the notion of 
ultradiagram more liberally allowing “nonstrict” ones too. 
Let &?: r-+ K be an ultradiagram. There is an ultradiagram, denoted 
XJ&: r+ S, uniuely determined by the following: there is a (natural) 
diagram isomorphism 
such that for each free node y of r, vY = Id,,(,,, and for each bound node fl 
of r, vP= [X, U]o with (I, U, g) = (Z,, U,, gD) and I@= (OzY(g(i)): 
iE I); this does not use anything except that each [X, Uln is an 
isomorphism. X,X is obtained by replacing 
so that the basic requirement on ultradiagrams is met. With X-4’ so 
defined, we say that X carries 6’ into 6 if the diagram 
X(&i!(k)) a X(,hff(f)) 
v!i 
I I 
VI 
(XJu(k) 61. (X-&)(4 
commutes. 
An uftrafunctor (uf.) X: K + S between ultracategories is a pre- 
ultrafunctor that carries 6, into 6,, for all 6 E d(SET). 
For ultracategories K and S, Hom(K, S) denotes the category whose 
objects are the ultrafunctors K +S and whose morphisms are all the 
ultratransformations; Hom(K, S) is a full subcategory of Hom(pre-K, 
pre-S). 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose @:Y + X is a morphism in Hom(pre-K, pre-S), 
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with ultracategories K, S, and suppose that X is an ultrafunctor and that QM 
is a monomorphism for each ME IKI. Then Y is an ultrafunctor. 
ProoJ: The commutative diagram 
defines 4 as a morphism of the diagrams Y&Z, XA. The fact that @ is an 
ultratransformation easily implies that 4 is a morphism of the 
ultradiagrams YA. XA. Let us write 6 for 6,, 6’ for 6,. In the diagram 
X(JW)) 
xc a:, ) 
’ X(44) 
cqy,-l (XA)(k) = 
/ 
- (XJwO 
‘Pk (v[)-’ 
/ 
‘PI 
the left and right faces commute by the definition of 4; the bottom face 
commutes because 6 is an u.m. in S; the top face commutes since CD is 
natural; and finally, the back face commutes since X is an ultrafunctor. It 
follows that the two composite diagonals in the front face are coequalized 
by @.ay(,j Since the latter is a monomorphism, the front face commutes. 1 
We have now S = SET as an ultracategory. Based on the “dual” struc- 
tures 9’ (a pretopos) and S (ultracategory) with the same underlying 
category SET, a “duality” can be set up between pretoposes and 
ultracategories. Replacing systematically p.-u.c.‘s and p.-u.f.‘s by u.c.3 and 
u.f.3, respectively, and accordingly changing the meaning of Hom(K, S), we 
can repeat, without otherwise changing anything, the basic duality theory 
of Section 2. We refer to the resulting statements-definitions by the 
notation (i),(ak(vi),(b) (some of which are identical to their original 
counterpart). Below, some remarks follow concerning the proofs of 
statements (i)d(a)-(vi)d(b). 
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ad(i),(b) The additional structure on K = Hom(T, S) is defined by the 
formula 
((bd.,), = &4,,..& 
..t%‘: r+ K, Scd(SET) of type r*, A E ITi, (A): Hom(T, S) + S is the 
functor “evaluation at A” (note that (A) is a strict pre-ultrafunctor by 
(i)(b) and hence (A ) 0 A? is an ultradiagram). It is easy to verify that 6, so 
defined is indeed an u.m. in K. 
ad(iv),(a) We show that the full inclusion 
$9 = Hom(K, S) - 9 = Hom(pre-K, pre-S) 
is elementary; by (iv)(a), the assertion will then follow. In fact, we show 
that ( 1.1) any terminal object in 9 belongs to V, ( 1.2) any product object 
Xx Y in B of elements A’, Y of 1971 belongs to lgl, (1.3) any equalizer 
object in 9 of a pair of morphisms in $9 belongs to %‘, and three more 
similar conditions corresponding to the other clauses of the definition of 
pretopos. 
The proofs of all these statements are similar, and they are similar to the 
proof of 3.1; in fact (1.3) is a consequence of 3.1. Some details for (1.2) are 
as follows. 
Let X, YE ]%?I, and 
xx Y 
7-L 
x Y 
a product diagram in 9. Let .I: r + K be an ultradiagram. We have 
morphisms of ultradiagrams in S as in 
such that the square 
(Xx Y)oAf -(xxY),I 
II-./I 
I I 
rl.K 
XoJfZ .,x ’ XA 
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and the similar other square commute. Writing 6’ for 8x and 6 for & 
(6 E d(SET) of type Z*), we have the diagram 
and a similar one with X replaced by Y. Similarly to the proof of 3.1, we 
see that all faces except the front one commute. Let us write a for the 
horizontal arrow (Xx Y)(6k), and B for the arrow with the same domain 
and codomain that makes, in place of a, the front face commute. Then 
putting either a or jI in place of the dashed arrow in 
X(-,+@(k)) 
WB,‘, I
’ X(=aO) 
T T 
n#(k, 1 nm 
(Xx Y)(A(k))- - - -+(Xx Y)(Ayl)) 
n/Q!T, 
I I 
“#,I, 
Y(4k)) --GJi+ Y(d(O) 
we obtain a commutative diagram. Since the two vertical sides are both 
product diagrams, it follows that a = 8, as required for the commutativity 
of the front face. 
We emphasize that later we will always be interested in the “ultra” ver- 
sions as opposed to the “pre-ultra” ones. Accordingly, e.g, Hom(F, Y) will 
mean an ultracategory rather than a pre-ultracategory. 
Finally, we consider the “canonical map of a set into an ultrapower of it” 
as an ultramorphism; this turns out to be a slight modification of the 
special case of the example considered at the beginning of this section with 
.Z taken to be a singleton. Given an ultrafilter (Z, U), we put Z’= (k}, 
rb= {q, m r’f = 0 f or all Y, Y’E Irl, (II, u,, 8,) = (1, U, g> with 
g(i) = k for all in Z; this defines an u.g. Z (the modification mentioned 
above consists in taking k to be a free node). The desired u.m. 6 of type 
<Z, k, 1) is given as follows. An ultradiagram d of type Z in S is deter- 
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mined by a single A E ISI, the value &(k)=A. We write 6, for 6,; 6,: 
A -+ AU is the map a H (0)/U, where (a) is the constant function I-+ A 
with value a. For K = Hom(F, Y), the induced u.m. 6’ = 6, is as follows. 
Again an ultradiagram J$? of type I’ in K is determined by a single ME 
IHom(Y, Y)l. We write 6, for 6[,; we have 6,: M--+MU such that 
(6A4),4 = SW). Given a p.-u.f. X: K + S, to say that X carries 6, into 6 
means that the diagram 
commutes. 
4. RECOVERING A THEORY FROM THE ULTRACATEGORY OF ITS MODELS 
Let T= Y be a small pretopos, fixed throughout this section. Let us 
write Mod T for the ultracategory of the models of T, i.e., Mod T= 
Hom(F, %4p,t). The last item in the list of definitions given before, (vi),(b), 
gives us the canonical “evaluation” functor eT: Y + &wa(Mod T, SET). 
The main theorem of the paper is 
THEOREM 4.1. For any small pretopos T, e7. is an equivalence of 
categories. 
The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of the theorem. 
Let us denote the pretopos &m(Mod T, SET) by T’. The essential use 
of the fact that we are talking about pretoposes, and not just say about 
“logical” categories in the sense of [MR], is the existence of a criterion 
usable here for an elementary functor e: T -+ I”’ between pretoposes to be 
an equivalence. First, we give some definitions. 
Let e: T + T’ be an elementary functor between pretoposes. For any 
A E 1 TI, e induces a lattice homomorphism 
etA): Sub,(A) --+ Sub..(eA) 
(where Sub.(A) is the lattice of subobjects ofA); to the subobject 
determined by the monomorphism X +a A, eCA’ assigns the subobject 
determined by e(X) -+ e(z’ e(A). e is called conservative if etA’ is injective 
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(one-to-one) for all A E 1 T(; subobject-full if ecA) is surjective for all A E 1 TI. 
It is easy to see that e being conservative implies that e is faithful, and e 
being conservative and subobject-full implies that it is full. 
Let XE 1 T’I. A partial couer of X (via e) is a pair (@, Y) of morphisms in 
T of the form 
Y L e(A) 
cp 
I 
X 
with A E I TI, and such that Y is a monomorphism. With A being specified, 
we talk about a partial A-cover of X. A finite cover of X via e is a finite 
family ( (Qi, Yi): iE Z) of partial covers of X such that X= Visl Im(cDi). 
[V denotes sup in the lattice Subr.(X); Im(@) is the least subobject of X 
through which @ factors.] 
LEMMA 4.2. With e as above, the following conditions are jointly suf- 
ficient for e being an equivalence: 
0) e is conservative; 
(ii) e is subobject-full; 
(iii) every object of T’ has a finite cover via e. 
For the proof, see 7.1.7, p. 203 in [MR]. 
It remains to verify the three conditions in 4.2 for our e = eT. e being 
conservative is equivalent to saying that ev: T + &m( Mod T, SET) is con- 
servative; ev being conservative is essentially Godel’s completeness 
theorem; see Section 3.5, especially 3.5.5(ii), and also 6.3.5(ii) in [MR]. 
Next we deal with 4.2(ii). 
LEMMA 4.3. Let M, NE IMod TI, AE ITI, aeM and bEN(A). Sup- 
pose that for all C E Sub(A), b E N(C) implies that a E M(C). Then there is 
an ultrafilter (Z, U) and a homomorphism h: N + MU such that 6,(a) = 
h,(b), where 6 is the canonical embedding of M into the ultrapower M”. 
Proof The condition is equivalent to saying that every positive existen- 
tial formula (in the canonical language associated with T) satisfied by a in 
M is satisfied by b in N. Looking at it this way, we see that the lemma 
becomes a variant of Tarski’s theorem on substructuresextensions [CK]; 
also compare 7.1.4’ in [MR]. The precise version can be left as an 
exercise. 1 
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Proof of 4.2(ii). Let v: X-+ e(A) be a morphism in T = %%m(Mod T, 
SET); AE ITI. Let us denote by X*(M) the subject Im(v,) of e(A)(M)= 
M(A), for ME 1 Mod T). Let S denote the collection of all C E Sub.(A) such 
that X*(N) c N(C) for all NE (Mod T(. 
CLAIM 1. mw=h M(Z), for any ME IMod TI. 
It is obvious that the left-hand side is contained in the right. To show 
the converse, let a belong to M(Z) for all ZE Sub(A) such that ZE S. Let 
J= {D Sub(A): a$ M(Z)}. J is closed under finite sup(join) in Sub(A); in 
particular, .I# a, since 0, = V (25 E .I. Let V be an ultrafilter on J such 
that for any .E‘EJ, the set [C] =df {@EJ: @ >Z) belongs to V; since 
[Z,]n ... n[Cn]=[C, v ... v C,], such V exists. 
For each EE J, there is some N, E IMod Tj and b, E N,(A) such that 
b, E X*(N,) - N,(C); this is a consequence of the fact that Z E J implies 
that C $ S. Consider the ultraproduct N = nzE J N, / V and the element b = 
(6,)/V in N(A). Using the fact that [C] E V for all 2 E .I, it is easy to see 
that for all C E Sub(A), b G N(Z) implies that a E M(Z). Therefore, by 4.3, 
there are an ultrafilter (I, u) and h: N -+ MU such that 6,(a) = h,(b). 
Since bzE X*(N,), there is ,Y,EX(N~) with vN(xz) = b,. Since X is a 
pre-ultrafunctor, and v is an ultratransformation, we have the commutative 
diagram 
,X(N) 
Let x = (x,)/V, and y = I+- ‘(x); it follows that vN(y) = 6. From the com- 
mutativity of the diagram 
N(A)& MU(A) 
we infer that h,(b) = hA(v,&)) = v&z) for z = (X(h))(y). Now consider, 
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and let 1+5(z) = (x,)/V, it follows that (a)/U= 6,(a) = h,(b) = v&z) = 
(v~)~( (x,)/U) = (v,,,,(xi))/U. Therefore a = v,,,,(xJ for U-almost all i, 
hence for at least one i; in other words, a E X*(M), proving the claim. 
CLAIM 2. There is CE S such that X*(M) = M(Z) for all ME JMod TI. 
Suppose not, i.e., for all C E S there are M, E [Mod TI and a, E 
M,(Z) -X*(44,). Let W be an ultralilter on S [S is clearly non-empty] 
such that [C] =dl { @ E S: @ < 2) E W for all C E S. Since S is closed under 
finite inf(meet), such W exists. Let M= n ME/W, a = (a=))IWE M(A). By 
the choice of W, we see that a E fires M(C). Consider the commutative 
diagram 
If we had ae X*(M) =Im(v,), then there would be (X=)/WE 
n X(M,)/W such that a, = vMz(xz) for W-almost all Z, hence for at least 
one C; but that would contradict a=$ X*(M,). We have concluded that 
a E nrps M(C) - X*(M), contrary to Claim 1. This proves Claim 2. 
Let us now assume that v is a monomorphism. Because of the 
“pointwise” definition of the pretopos structure and in particular, of the 
finite @-structure on T’, we see that this is equivalent to saying that vM is 
a one-to-one function for all ME Mod T. Let C E S satisfy the assertion of 
Claim 2. Then, we claim, the subobject determined by v equals e(Z); in 
other words, if C is given by the monomorphism Z +O A, then there is an 
isomorphism 4 in T’ making the diagram 
(4.1) 
commute. By X*(M) = M(C), clearly there is a unique such isomorphism 
in Hom(Mod T, SET); it remains to check that it is an ultratransformation. 
Consider the diagram 
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with an arbitrary ultraproduct n M,/U of models of T. The left upper 
triangle commutes since it is the instance of (4.1) at n M,/U. The right 
upper triangle commutes because v is an ultratransformation. The bottom 
triangle commutes since it is the ultraproduct of the instances of (4.1) at 
the Mi. Therefore, the bottom side and the composite of the upper sides of 
the outer triangle are coequalized by n v,!/U. Since the latter is a 
monomorphism (in SET), it follows that the outer triangle commutes, 
proving that I$ is indeed an ultratransformation. We have proved 4.2(ii). 1 
Next we turn to proving 4.2(iii). Let X be an object of T’, fixed until the 
end of the proof. 
Let ME /Mod TI, IEX(M), AE ITI and REM. We say that (A, a) is 
a support of x if the following holds: for any pair of morphisms h,, h,: 
M 3 N in Mod T, (h,),(a) = (h?),(u) implies (Xh,)(x) = (Xh,)(x). 
The motivation for the use of this concept is as follows. Let T’ denote 
(temporarily) any pretopos, A and X two objects of T. Let ME Mod T’, 
x E M(X), a E M(A). We say that a is a “support” of x if for any pair h, , h, : 
M 3 N of morphisms in Mod T’, (h,),(u) = (h,),(a) implies (h,),(x) = 
(h,),(x). A “partial A-cover” of X is a pair of morphisms ($, 4) with 4: 
C + A a mono, and I++: Z + X. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) a is a support of X; 
(ii) there are a partial A-cover ($, 4) of X and s E M(C) such that 
(M(d))(s) = a and (M($))(s) =x. 
The implication (ii)*(i) is trivial; the converse is an easy model 
theoretical argument; it was first observed and used by Bacsich [B]. 
The preceding observation makes the subsequent work natural enough. 
In fact, one can see easily that the statement of 4.1 together with the obser- 
vation imply each of the subsequent lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.4. Every x E X(M) has some support (A, a). 
Proof: It s&ices to show that there is a finite family aim M(A,) (i< n) 
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such that (h,),,(a,) = (h,),,(aJ for all i < n implies (X/r,)(x) = (Xh,)(x) for 
all hi, h, as above. Namely, having the ai, we can put A = A, x + * * x A,-, 
and a= (a, ,..., a,-, ), the element of M(A) that is mapped to ui by the ith 
projection M(A) -+ M(A,) for all i < n; it is easy to see that (A, a) is a sup- 
port of x. Suppose, to the contrary, that no such finite family exists. Let Z 
be the set of all finite sets consisting of pairs (A, u) such that A E ) TJ and 
a E M(A). For every i E Z, there are Ni E IMod TI and h: . hi: M z$ Ni such 
that (h{),(u) = (h;),(u) for all (A, a) E i, and (X/r’,)(x) # (X/z;)(x). For any 
FEZ, let [i] be the subset {jeZ: jzi) of I. Clearly, [il]n ... n [i,]= 
[i,u ... u i,]; hence, there is an ultrafilter U on Z such that [i] E U for all 
i E Z. Consider now the diagram 
(4.2) 
with 6, the canonical embedding of A4 into its ultrapower M”. We claim 
that the two composites are equal, 
Indeed, let A E ( T/ and a E M(A) be arbitrary. Then for i = ((A, a)) we 
have [i] E U; and, of course, for Jo [i] we have that h:(u) = h;(u). It 
follows that (ZZ,O~,)(U)= (h{(u))/U= (hi,(u))/U=(h,o6,)(u), showing 
the assertion. We now take the X-image of the diagram (4.2), and consider 
the diagram 
X(hl) 
X(M”) ======Z 
/i 
J’(b) 
X(8&f) 
Since X is an ultrafunctor, the left triangle commutes (see the end of 
Sect. 3). By the naturality of [X, U], the square with h,‘s and the square 
with h;s commute. Since X is a functor, X(h,)o X(6,) = X(h, 06,) = 
X(h, 0 6,) = X(h,) 0 X(6,). It follows that 
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Apply the two sides of this equality to the element x E X(M). We obtain 
<(W)(x))lU= (WWx))l~. 
This contradicts the assumption that 
(Xh’, j(x) # (xh;)(x) 
This proves the lemma. 1 
for all iE I. 
We are going to prove that, in case (A, a) is a support for x E X(M), 
there is a partial A-cover of X containing (M, a, s), i.e., @: Y+ X, yy: 
Y + e(A ) (a mono) such that for some y E Y(M), we have a = Y,,,,(JJ) and 
x = QM( -v). To facilitate the proof, we reformulate the notion of subobject 
in T’. We introduce a terminology which is not strictly necessary but which 
makes the formalism nicer. 
Let * be a new entity called “blank;” it is distinct from all sets, hence it is 
not an element of any set. The category SET*, the category of pointed sets 
augmented by blank, is defined as follows. The objects of SET* are pairs 
(A, a) with A a set a either an element of A, or a = *. An object (A, a) with 
a E A is called proper, (A, *) improper. A morphism 
(A a) --!k (B, b) 
is a function A --+’ B such that f(u) = b where we use the convention that 
f( *) = *. Composition and identity are defined in SET* as those in SET. In 
other words, we have the forgetful functor 
SET* A SET 
(A, a) - A 
f-f: 
SET* is a pre-ultracategory via the following definitions. Define 
ni,, (Ai, u,)/U (with U an ultrafilter on I) to be (n A,/U, (u,)/U) with 
the understanding that 
<“i>~~~lU= C”i>iEPIU 
in case P =df{i~Z: u,EA}EU, and 
(u,)/U= * 
otherwise. Clearly, we have “ultraproduct” functors 
(SET*)’ cu’ F SET* 
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such that the forgetful functor F: SET* + SET is a strict pre-ultrafunctor 
SET* + SET. 
Let Y be any pre-ultrafunctor Mod T + SET. With K = Mod T, we 
define the category K* = K*y as follows. Its objects are pairs (M, x) with 
MEIKI, and XE Y(M) or x=*; the first kind is proper, the second 
improper. A morphism (M, x) + h (N, y ) is a morphism it4 + h N such that 
(Y/r)(x) = y. With 
f#= [Y, U]<M,): Y nM,/U =n YMJU 
( > 
the transition isomorphism, we define 
n t”;, xi)i”= Jj MiIU9 cP-l((xi)lu) . 
( > 
Let Y*: K*y -+ SET* be the functor 
WY xl - (Y(M), xl, 
(My xl (YM, -xl 
I 
h. Yh 
I 
(N Y) ( YN, Y). 
We observe that Y* is a pre-ultrafunctor, with essentially the same transi- 
tion isomorphisms as Y. 
We are ready to give our reformulation of the notion of subobject. Let Y 
be as above. Let C* be a class of objects of K* = K*y (K = Mod T); consider 
the following conditions (O)-(iii) on C*: 
(0) (M, *)EZ* for all ME IKI; 
(i) whenever p E 2C*, q E IK*l, and there is a morphism p + q in K*, 
then qEL’*; 
(ii) whenever U is an ultrafilter on Z, pin JK*( for in 1, then 
IIPilUEz*; 
(iii) whenever (Z, U) is an ultrafilter, pin lK*( for all iE Z, and 
fl pi/U~ C*, then there is P E U such that pi E 27 for all i E P. 
Given any monomorphism p: C + Y, define p* to be the set 
((M, xl: ME 14, xEIm(pM)} u ((M, *): ME 14). 
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LEMMA 4.5. The subobjects of Y are in one-to-one correspondence with 
classes Z* satisfying (0)-(iii); the class corresponding to the subobject deter- 
mined by p is p*. 
ProoJ We leave it to the reader to verify that C* = ,u* satisfies (0)-(iii), 
and that p and $ determine the same subobject of Y if and only if 
p* = (,n’)* (the “if” part of this last statement is proved by an argument 
similar to the one at the end of the proof of 4.2(ii)). 
Given any C* satisfying (0)-(iii), define the object function of the functor 
C: K+ SET by setting 
E(M)= {XE Y(M): (M,x)Ez*). 
For being able to define C as a subfunctor of Y, i.e., such that 
with pu, = inclusion: C(M) + Y(M) is natural, it is necessary and sufficient 
to have that for any h: A4 + N, if x E C(M), then we have ( Yh)(x) E C(N); 
and then C(h) = the restriction of h to Z(M). The mentioned condition 
holds by (i ) above. 
We want to define transition isomorphisms v’= [C, U],,,, such that 
commutes. For this, it is necessary and sufficient that v map the subset 
Z(n M,/U) of Y(n M,/U) onto the subset Im(n pLM,/U) of n YM,/U. To 
show that v “maps into,” we use condition (iii), and for v “mapping onto,” 
condition (ii). Indeed, for the second proof, let x= (.x~),~~/U be any 
element of Im(n ,uM,/U); Q E U. It follows that there is PC Q, PE U such 
that xi E Z(Mi) for i E P. Define pi = (Mi, xi) for i E P and pi = (M,, *) for 
ie I- P; then pin C* for all iE I by also (0). We have n pi/U = 
(l-l M;lD: v ~ ‘(-x)), and mpi/U~C* by (ii). It follows that vP’(x)E 
Z(n MJU) as desired. It is easy to check that p* = .Z*. 
We have defined C as a pre-ultrafunctor and p: 2 + Y as an 
ultratransformation; clearly, p is a monomorphism. Recall (3.1) that if Y is 
an ultrafunctor, then .Z is automatically an ultrafunctor, hence we have a 
subobject of Yin T. 1 
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When considering subobjects of an object Y of T’ of the form 
Y = Yr x Y2, the elements of ZC*y will look like (M, x1, x2) with either both 
x1 and x2 being *, or else x1 E Y,(M), X~E Y,(M). 
Let A E 1 T(. A partial A-cover of X (an object of T’) can be construed as 
a subobject of Y = e(A) x X with the additional property of being univalent. 
When translated into the language just introduced, a partial A-cover of X 
becomes the same as a family 2* of objects of ZC*y with the additional 
property 
(iv) (Zt4, a, x), (M, a, x’) are proper points in C* implies that x =x’. 
Explicitly: given C* c (Mod T)*, satisfying (O)-(iv), we have a 
monomorphism C +@ e(A) x X such that p* =,X* by 4.5. With the 
canonical projections rc r : e( A ) x X + e(A), rc2: e(A) x X+ X, and with @P= 
rcr 0 p, @ = rr2 0 p now it is clear that (@, Y) is a partial A-cover of X. Let 
M, E IMod 7’1, a, E M,(A) and x0 E X(M,). With (CD, Y) just constructed, 
to say that there is cr E M,(C) such that a, = Y&C) and x0 = Q&o), is 
equivalent to saying that (M,, a,, x,,) E z*. 
Our task restated now looks as follows. We have a “point” p,, = 
(M,, a,, x0) in K* = KF ( Y = e(A) x X) such that (A, ao) is a support of x,; 
we want to show the existence of C* c IK*( satisfying (i)-(iv) and also 
The fact that I K*l is a proper class makes it difficult to construct C* 
directly. Therefore, changing notation we let K* be an arbitrary small sub- 
category of what K* was so far, and we let .Z* be a set of triples (Z, U, g*) 
with U an ultrafilter on Z, and g* a function from Z to (K*l such that 
ng*(i)/UE IK*l. We write K* for (K*, J*), and call K* a smuN 
approximation of (Mod T)* = (Mod T)*y. We further make the (trivial) 
assumptions that J* contains all triples of the form ({0}, U,, g*), with 
U, the trivial ultrafilter, g* any function (0) + I K* 1, and also that if 
(Z, Y, g*)EJ* and g**: I+ IK*l is such that g**(i)=(M,, ai, xl) for 
some ai, xi where g*(i)= (Mi, ui, xi), for all ieZ, then (Z, U, g**) E J*. 
A K*-subobject of Y (=e(A) x X) is a family C* c IK*I satisfying 
(O)-(iii), with (ii) and (iii) restricted to the case when (Z, U, (pi: iE Z)) 
belongs to J*. 
A partial A-cover of X relative to K* is a K*-subobject C* of Y satisfying 
(iv). The main argument of the paper is the proof of 
LEMMA 4.6. Let K* be us described, p,,= (M,, a,, x0) E IK*(, and assume 
that (A, a,,) is a support for x0. Then there is a partial A-cover .F of X 
relative to K* such that pope;*. 
Proof. We first give an outline of the proof. We try to build the set 2* 
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by successively throwing in more and more points from K*. We start by 
throwing in pO. At any stage, conditions (i) and (ii) are to be honored by 
simply throwing in necessary points. Satisfying (iii), however, requires a 
choice of a set P E U. Repeating these steps transfinitely often, including 
choices “P E U,” we end up with a family 2’* satisfying (0)-(iii) and (v). We 
might have failed to obain a partial A-cover by having violated (iv). We 
now make the assumption that, indeed, at all possible series of choices 
“PE U’ we fail. It turns out that this assumption gives rise to two 
ultramorphisms. Finally, a contradiction arises from the fact that X 
“preserves” these ultramorphisms. 
(1) We start by constructing a specific ultragraph Z and an 
ultradiagram M*: Z+ K* codifying, in a sense, the process of building E* 
of the outline (although K* is a pre-ultracategory only partially, namely for 
ultraproducts given in J*, M* being an u.d. will make sense since we will 
not refer to ultraproducts outside J*). We let K= card(lK*)), and c(“= tif. 
Z will be specified by defining Z’, Tb, Irl = Zf u Tb, and edges between 
elements of IZl by induction on a < cx 0; in particular, we will define disjoint 
sets of nodes ZL, rXb and ZU = Z,‘u Zzb for c( < c(~, and we’ll put r’= 
U .,.,c3 rb=uld-Zb. 
With every improper point q of K*, we associate a free node dy. With 
another, distinguished, free node 4,. we put Z,‘= (4,: q improper 
in K* > u {do}, Z,” = 121; no edges are defined between nodes in Z, = Zof; 
put also 0, = 0. The definition of the diagram M* on Z, is 
dK*(4,) = 4, A/*(cj”) = po. 
Let cr>O, c( <aa. Assuming that we have made the specifications for 
ordinals less than ~1, we let Z~X=ur.<zZ~l, Z:,=lJ,,,.rz!, O,,= 
U II < a O,,. Below, we associate with (Y an index-set O,, disjoint from 0 x2 ; 
we associate with every t E 0, two ultrafilters (I,, U,) and (J,, V,), with dis- 
tinct corresponding bound nodes p, and yI, distinct for distinct t; an edge 
e,: p, + 7,; and a function g,: I, -+ r”,,. Once these items are fixed, for all 
a<q, the ultradiagram Z is made up as follows: ri= IL,, @, J, (disjoint 
sum), rxb={fi,: tEO,)u {y,: tE@,}; P=r&, rb=r&; the set 
E(y, y’) of edges from y to y’ is empty unless y = fi,, y’ = yI for some t E 0 XzO 
in which case E(y, y’)= (et}; for the bound node p=pI, (I,, U,, ga) is 
(I,, U,, g,); for the bound node /? = yI, (I,, U,, ga) is (J,, V,, i,) with i, 
the canonical injection J, + r,‘= LI,. E @, J,,. 
The specifications on the level c1 (>O) are given as follows. We let 0, be 
the set of all systems 
t= (c1;4 U, g;f; J, Kg’> 
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such that: g is a function from Z to Z:,; with g* = (A*(g(i)): iEZ) (the 
function A* 0 g into I1y*(, defined by induction assumption) we have that 
both (Z, U, g*) and (.Z, V, g’) belong to J*; n g*(i)/U is a proper point of 
K*; f is a morphism f: p1 + p2, with p, = n g*(i)/U and pz = n g’(j)/V. 
For TV 0, displayed, we put I, = Z, U, = U, g, = g, J, = Z, V, = V, 
A*(/?,) = p,, &*(y,) = pz, &*(e,) = f and A*(i,(j)) = g’(j) for je J. 
This completes the definition of Z and the diagram &?*: Z -+ K*. Clearly, 
A* is an “ultradiagram” &?*: Z+ K*. By composing &‘* with the forget- 
ful functor F: K* + Mod T (see above), we obtain the ultradiagram A: 
r+K. 
Note the following state of affairs. The nodes dy (q improper in K*) are 
“dummy” nodes in the sense that for an ultradiagram &?*: Z-r SET*, one 
can replace each &‘*($y)= (A’, a) by (A’, *) without disturbing d* being 
an ultradiagram. This is a consequence of the clause “n g(i)/U is a proper 
point of K*” . m the definition of 0, above; as a consequence of this clause, 
ga ‘(Z,, - { cp,,} ) is always a “small” set, i.e., not belonging to U,, for any 
pd+. 
(2) We now formalize the idea of a “possible series of choices 
PE V” (V replacing U, for notational reasons) of the outline. 
Let 0 be any subset of OcX,,, and let P=(P,: TV@> be an indexed 
family with P, E V,. We define when an index t E 0 clo and a node y E Z<,, 
are accessible (from p), by induction. &, E Z,, is accessible, but each dy (q 
improper in K*) is not. Having defined when y E Z<, and t E 0 <1 are 
accessible, we declare that t E 0, is accessible iff {i E I,: g,(i) is accessible > 
belongs to U,. PI and y, are accessible iff t is. Finally, y = i,(j) E Z,l (Jo J,) is 
accessible iff t is accessible, t E 0, and jE P,. Note that for t E O,, t, /I, and 
7, being accessible from P’ depends only on the initial segment p,, = (P,.: 
trEQl-lQ,~). 
The vector P’ is regular iff for all t E 0 <1O, t belongs to 0 iff t is accessible 
from Z! By the preceding remark, “many regular vectors” can be construc- 
ted by induction on tl, by honoring the regularity requirement on level CI by 
choosing 0 n 0, depending on Z!,,, and then choosing P, E V, for 
t E 0 n 0, “arbitrarily.” Z(p) denotes the set of nodes accessible from Z? 
The set of all regular vectors is denoted by P. B is a partially ordered set 
by the following relation d: p< Q iff dam(p) E dam(Q) and for all 
t ~dom(P), P, E Q,. In fact, 9 with < is a lower semilattice. Given P’= 
(P,: tE@) and p=(P:: tE@‘) in 8, we define P’“=(P:: tE@“) as 
follows. Whenever t E O”, we put P: = P,n Pi. Having defined when 
teQ,, belongs to O”, we declare that t E 0, belongs to 0” exactly if it is 
accessible from <P:’ : t E 0” n 0 ca ). It is easy to check that p,, so defined 
is the greatest lower bound for P and p. Also note that P< Q implies 
z-(F) G r(Q). 
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(3) Until the end of the proof we now make the assumption that the 
conclusion of the lemma fails. We claim that this implies that for any FE 9, 
there are y,, yZerrn Z(p) such that A*(?,) = (M,, aj, x,) are proper 
(i= 1,2) and we have M, =M,, a, =a,, but x1 fx,. 
Indeed, let P’ E 9. Consider the set C* =df (q E 1 K* 1: q is improper} u 
(4’*(y): YET(~)]. We claim that C* satisfies conditions (O))(iii) and (v). 
The proof is easy; the details are as follows. (0) is clear. (v) holds since 
&E Z(P). Before going on to the rest of the conditions, consider an 
arbitrary p E C*. We have that p = A*(y) for some y E Zf n r(P’), or else p 
is improper (in which case p = -&‘*(d,)). Namely, if p E E* is proper, and 
p = c&‘*(p,) for some a < c1,, and t E 0, accessible from p, then {i E I,: g,(i) 
is accessible from P> E U,; hence for t’ = (~1; I,, U,, g,; Id,; {0}, U,, g’) 
with U, the trivial ultralilter on {0), g’: (0) -+ II<*/ and g’(0) = p we have 
t’e 0, (recall that ( (O}, U,, g’) E J*), and by the definition of accessibility 
again, t’ is accessible from P (since (I,., U,., g,,) = (I,, U,, 8,)); and clearly, 
for y = i,.(O), YE Zf and p = M*(y). The case p = &*(y,) is similarly 
handled. 
Tosee(i),letp=.N*(y)withy~T’nr(p’),andf:p~qinK*;letcc<a, 
be such that y E Zi,. Look at the construction of Z and J&‘* at level c(, and 
put t= <a; (O}, U,, g; .f; {O}, U,,, g’> with g: (0) -r:,, g(O)=y (by 
assumption, ({0}, U,,, g*) E J*), g’= g*. We have t E 0,. Since y is 
accessible from p, so is t; hence, so are /I, and CI,. Of course, &z’*(B,)= 
-,H*(y) = p, and &d*(y,) = q. It follows that q EC*. 
Tosee(ii),letp,~~*fori~Z,and(Z,U,(p,:i~Z))~J*.IfthesetQ= 
{i E I: pi is proper} > is not in U, the assertion is clear. Assume Q E U. For 
in Q, p, = *&‘*(y,) for some ai < a, and yip ZL, n Z(P’) such that, in addition, 
pi = pi implies yi = y,, (i, j E I). Since card { CI,: i E II\ d card{ p, : i E I} d x, it 
follows that there is CI < a, = K + such that M, < c( for all i E I. Let p,? = pi for 
~EQ, p*=(Mi, *, *) if p, = (M,, ai, xi) for i E I- Q. Then clearly, 
n p,*/U = n pi/U df= p. Let 
t = (cc; Z, U, g; Id,,; IO}, U,, g’) E 0, 
with g(i)=yi for iEQ, g(i)=bz for i,Z-Q, g’(O)=p (note that 
(Z, U, g*) E J*, by an assumption on J*). Since each yi (in Q) is accessible 
from p, so are t and 8,. We have p=~.&!*(jI,)~z* as desired. 
To see (iii), assume pin IK*l (irzZ), p=np,/U~C*, (Z, U, (p,: 
iE Z) ) E J*. If p is improper, the required conclusion is clear. Let p be 
proper. Then p = A*(y) for some c( < CI~ and y E ZL, n r(p). Consider 
t= (a; {O}, UO, g;Id,;Z, U. (P~:~EZ))EO, 
with g(0) = y. Since y is accessible from p, so is t. Since P’= (P,, : t’ E 0 ) is 
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regular, t E 0. Also, each yj = i,(j) with Jo P, is accessible from p, and 
&Z*(yj) = pj. It follows that for all Jo P, E U, we have pj~ Z*, as desired. 
We have shown that, indeed, C* satisfies (0)-(iii) and (v). It cannot 
satisfy (iv) too since otherwise, we would have that, after all, the con- 
clusion of the lemma held. By also using the remark preceding the 
verification of (ik(iii), this proves our first-stated claim. 
(4) Preliminary to defining the ultramorphisms we will need, we 
prove 
(*) Given any ultradiagram &: r-, SET, and an element aE &(&), 
there is a lifting d* = szfF$,* of d such that d* = r+ SET* is an 
ultradiagram and the diagram 
\I .d forgetful 
SET 
commutes. 
The proof is straightforward; the assertion is a consequence of the “recur- 
sive character” of the ultragraph r. The definition of d*(y) for y E r, is 
given by induction on a. &*($,,) =df (&(&), a), sz’*(d,) =dl (&(c$,), *) (q 
improper in K*). Suppose 0 < a < a0 and d*(y) has been defined for 
Y E r<,. For t E O,, define &*(/It) = n d*(g,(i)/U,. Let aE d(y,) or a = * 
be the uniquely determined element for which &(e,) is a morphism from 
&*(/I,) to (&(y,), a); put d*(y,) = (&(y,), a) and of course, d*(e,) = 
&(e,). Choose (arbitrarily) a set PE V, and a vector (aj: Jo P) such 
that a= (aj: Jo P)/U, and put &‘*(i,(j)) = (,oZ(i,(j)), aj) for j E P, 
A*(i,(j)) = (&(i,(j)), *) for jEJ, - P. This completes the inductive 
definition of d*; the required properties clearly hold. 
Now, consider the set 9 of all regular vectors. Given FE 8, let [p] = 
{ 0 E 8: 0 < p}. Since S is a lower semilattice, [p,] n [&I = [PI n i;_z]. It 
follows that there is an ultrafilter W on B such that [P] E W for all P E 9. 
Using part (3) let FH y,(p) (E = 1, 2) be two assignments of nodes of r 
to regular vectors such that we have 
A*(r,(p)) = (MF, ap, x6.,-) = P,(F) for E = 1, 2; x,,~#x,,~; 
also, p,(P) is proper and y,(p) E p n r(p). 
We define two ultragraphs r, (E = 1,2) as follows. “re = Tu {Z}“; more 
precisely, r is a sub-ultragraph of r,; r, has one additional bound node 1 
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(no other additional nodes or edges), I,= 9, U,= W and g,= (y,(p): 
FEY). 
We define, for E = 1, 2, an ultramorphism 6, E d(SET) of type (r,, &,, I) 
as follows. Let d+: f, + SET be an ultradiagram, ,01’: I-+ SET its restric- 
tion to f; we have &+(I)=n,,,9 &‘(y,(~))/ W. JZZ uniquely determines 
&+; we write (6,),, for (6,)~,+. To define (J,),: AZ’(&) + d+(Z), let 
a E ,d(b,). Choose a lifting &‘* = S,* of ,& as in (*) above. Let (A(p), 
a,(p)) be .ti*(y,(P)). Define 
(S,:),,(a)= (a,(P): FEkP)/W. 
It is not hard to verify that (S,,),(a) is indeed in &‘+(l) (it is not *), that it 
does not depend on the choice of d* and that, in fact, 6, = ((6,),,+ : .rU’+ is 
an ultradiagram from r,: to SET) so defined is an ultramorphism in SET. 
We postpone the verification of these facts to the next section where we 
give a more detailed analysis of these ultramorphisms. 
(5) We now complete the proof of the lemma. Let us write 6,: for the 
induced ultramorphism (6,),,, T. The u.d. ,N: r-+ K defined in part (1) 
gives rise to the u.d.‘s A%z : f, + K extending _H; A’,( I) = 6Mz(1) = 
fl,-,,, MP/ W =dl Af, (for Mp, see above). We have 6, = (6,),,r: MO + M, 
defined such that (s,),: M,(B) + M,(B) is 
6:)B = (Q3, .,,, = m,,, .6/ 
for all BE 1 TI (with .o/ = (B) 0 Ai, we have & + = (B) ~8 cH’,). 
We now contemplate the pair of morphisms 
(4.3 1 
and their X-images 
X(M,) + X(M, 1. (4.4) 7 
First, we have that 
a, & (up: PE.P’)/W; 
with the up introduced above; in particular, that 
(04h) = (6=zM%). 
Namely, denoting by n, the “projection” functor 
(4.5) 
77, : K* - SET* 
(M 4 x) - (M(A), a), 
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we Clearly have that d* =df 7r1 c A *: Z + SET* is an ultradiagram (since 
rci is a strict pre-ultrafunctor); also d*(qJ,) = (M,(A), a,) and that 
z-5 SET* 
d=(A)-.// 
\I 
forgetful 
SET 
commutes, i.e., ral* is a “lifting” of d “at a,.” It follows, by the definition of 
6, and that of d*, that we have 
@E),(~,) = (6,),(a,) = (up: pEp’)/W as claimed. 
Next, we look at (4.4) and by following through the definitions, we con- 
clude that 
w% )(x0) z wmxo) (4.6) 
as follows. Let 7~~: (Mod T)* -P SET* be the “second projection” functor 
defined by 
(M, a, x) ++ (WW, x) 
n2: 
f I-+ xf) (f: p + q in ZP). 
n2 is a pre-ultrafunctor, with transition isomorphisms [q, U] defined by 
the formula 
for pi= (Mi, ui, xi> (i~z). Let us write A’* for the composite 
z- ~ .Y’ K* ~ inclusion (Mod T) * as well. Then we have the ultradiagram 
rc,A’*: Z-t (Mod T)* and an isomorphism 
defined in Section 3. On the other hand, we have the similarly constructed 
isomorphism 
XOJY N +xdz. - 
It is easy to see that the diagram 
7q-K’ 
r- SET* 
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commutes. Also, (rc2&*)(&) = (X&Z,, x0). By the definition of 6,, we have 
that (6,),.,(X,) = (y,.,-)/IV, where y,,p is the second component of 
(7~~&‘*)(y,(p)). But y = y,(p) E Z’, hence (n,&*)(y) = (rrC,o -d*)(y) = 
n,(&‘*(y)) = (M,-, x,,). We conclude that (6,).,(x,) = (x,.~)/W. 
Now we use the fact that X, being an ultrafunctor, carries (6,), into 6, 
(K = Mod T). This implies that the diagram 
commutes. Therefore, X($E)(~,) = v ‘((x,+)/W). 
Recall that we have .~~,~#x,,~ for all P’EP. It follows that (4.6) indeed 
holds. 
(4.5) and (4.6) together contradict the assumption that (A, a,) is a sup- 
port for x0. This contradiction shows that our assumption at the beginning 
of (3) is untenable, i.e., that the lemma is true. 1 
The Keisler-Shelah isomorphism theorem says that if M and N are 
elementarily equivalent structures (M-N), then there is an ultrafilter 
(I, U) such that ML’gNU (see [CK]). 
Let Y be an object of T’ = Hom(Mod T, SET). Let K be a small full sub- 
category of Mod T, and let J be a set of triples (Z, U, g) such that U is an 
ultralilter on Z, g: I+ 1 KI. Assume that whenever M, N are in K, and 
ME ZV, then there is (I, U) such that MU 2 NU, and for the constant 
functions g,, g, with domain Z with respective values M and N, we have 
(I, U, g,)eJ (i= 1,2). Let K be the cardinal card (II (Hom(A,,A,): 
A i, A? E / T] ) + N,, and assume furthermore that for all ME I Mod Tj with 
cardM=card(II{M(A):AEITI})<rcthereisM’EIKI suchthatM’zM. 
Let K* be the full subcategory of (Mod T)*, whose objects are all (M, y) E 
(Mod T)*y with ME IKI. Let J* be the family of all (I, U, g*) with g*: 
Z + 1 K* 1 such that for g: Z -+ I KI with g(i) = the first component of g*( i), we 
have (I, U, g) E J. Any K* = (K*, J*) obtained this way is called a small 
closed approximation of the pre-ultracategory (Mod T)*y. By the Keisler- 
Shelah isomorphism theorem, any small approximation (see above) of 
(Mod T)* can be extended to a closed one. 
Recall the notion of a K*-subobject of Y: it is a family C* c (K*l satisfy- 
ing conditions (0)-(iii), with (ii) and (iii) restricted to ultraproducts put in 
J*. For .X* c IK*I, and ME IKl, let C*(M)= (YE Y(M): (M, ~)EC*}. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let K* be a small closed approximation of (Mod T)*y, and 
let Z:, .Z$ be two K*-subobjects of Y. If,Z:(M)=Z~(M) for all ME IKyI 
with card M < X, then CT = CT. 
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Proof: Assume the hypotheses. We are going to prove that ,X,*(N) = 
25;(N) for all NE I1yI. 
Let NE I1yI. Find ME (KI with card(M) <lc such that NEM (by the 
Lowenheim-Skolem theorem, cf. [CK]). Find an ultralilter (Z, U) “in K*” 
such that there is an isomorphism h: M” g NU. Consider the diagram 
YM 
I 
6=dy,&j 
(YM” f 
2 v=cY.ul;~, 
I 
Y(Mu) ; ’ 
Here 6,: B + BU is the canonical embedding b + (b j/U, f is the composite 
v’ 0 6’. Let C* be either of ,X:, CT. We claim that for any y E Y(N), 
y E C*(N) if and only if there are P E U and yj E E*(M) for i E P such that 
f(y) = ( Yh)(v( ( yi)/U)). Suppose first that y E C*(N). Then (N, y) EC*, 
hence by (ii), (N, y)“= (N”, v’( (y)/U)) = (N”, f(y)) belongs to C*. Let 
z=(Yh-‘)(f(y)). By (i), (MU,z)~C*. Since ZE Y(M’/), there arey,E YM 
for ieZ such that z= v((y,)/U); i.e., (MU, z) = n (M, y,)/U in the pre- 
ultracategory (Mod T)*. By (iii), there is PE U such that yie E*(M) for 
i E P. We have f ( y ) = ( Y/z)(z) = ( Yh)( v( ( y,)/U)) as desired. Conversely, 
suppose PE U, ~,EC*(M) for iEP, and f(y)=(Yh)(v((y;)/U)). By (ii), 
we have z = dT v( ( yi) U) E C*(MU). By (i), (Y/r)(z) E C*(N”). Hence 
f(y)EC*(NU), i.e., (N, ~)“EC*. By (iii), we must have that yo,X*(N), 
proving the claim. 
Inspecting the assertion of the claim, we see that it determines C*(N) 
solely from ,X*(M). The lemma is proved. 1 
LEMMA 4.8. Let M~lModTl, AE(TI, UEM(A), XEIT’~, XEX(M), 
and assume that (A, a) is a support of x. Then there is a partial A-cover of X 
containing p = (M, a, x). 
ProoJ: By the remarks following the statement of condition (iv), it suf- 
fices to show that there is a family 2* c (Mod T)*y (with Y= e(A) x X) 
satisfying conditions (Ok(v), with these conditions understood now as 
referring to K* = (Mod T)F. 
Let K,* = (K,*, J,*) (croOrd) be a sequence of small closed 
approximations of K*, = (Mod T)*y such that: the sequence is increasing, 
i.e., Ilu,*l t Ilu,*l and J,* c J$ for c1< fi, and it is exhaustive, i.e., 
U aeOrd IK:l = IK:l, UorsOrd J* = the class of all triples (Z, 17, g*) with U 
an ultrafilter on Z, and g*: I+ Ilu*,l. By the above, such sequence exists. 
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Let (M,: I E n ) be a small family (/i a set) of models M, E K, of power <K 
(see the definition of “closed”) such that for all ME IMod TI of power <K, 
M is isomorphic to some M, (1~ A). All possible choices ,E’* of subsets ET 
of Y(M,) form a set: the set S =dl{C*=(C/*: Ien): C,?c Y(M,), l~/i}. 
We claim that there is C* E S such that for arbitrarily large CI (for all 
a’ E Ord there is a > a’ such that) there is a partial A-cover C*(a) of X 
relative to K,* containing p0 with the additional property that its trace on 
the M,‘s is the given E*, i.e., C*‘“‘(M,) = z,? for IE A. By 4.6, for each or, 
there is one without the additional property; suppose we have chosen one, 
E*(‘) for each CYE Ord. But since the possible traces form a set, S, there 
must’be at least one element C* of S that occurs as the trace of C*(‘) for 
arbitrarily large a’s, which is the claim. 
Now, with C* and the C*‘“’ of the claim (defined for CY E C, an unboun- 
ded class of ordinals), notice that for all CI < p, both in C, we must have 
that C*“) c C*‘“‘. The reason is that the restriction of C*IB’ to K* is a K,*- 
subobject of Y with the same trace E* as .E *(‘) hence by 4.7, the ;estriction 
and Z-*“’ coincide. This fact now immediately implies that z* = 
u ISC C*(‘) is the family we are looking for. u 
Proof of Condition 4.2(iii) for T’ = Hom(Mod T, SET) It suffices to 
show the existence of finitely many families z*(O), z*(l),..., c*(n) c 
(Mod T)*, satisfying (0)-(iv) and also that for every ME 1 Mod TI and every 
x E X(M) there is a E M(A) such that (M, a, X) E ,X’*(Z) for at least one 1 d n; 
this last condition expresses that the partial covers defined by the z*(Z) 
form a finite cover of X. 
By 4.4 and 4.8, it is true that for every A4 and XE X(M) there are 
a E M(A) and C* satisfying (0)-(iv) such that (M, a, x) E C*. 
Now note that by 4.7, such a C* is determined by its trace on the M,‘s 
(see the proof of 4.8). Hence, there are a set /1 and an indexing (z*(Z): 
IE~) such that every ,E’* satisfying (Ok(iv) is one of the C*(Z) (1~ A). 
Assume that the assertion of the first paragraph fails. Let Z be the set of 
all finite subsets of A; for ZEZ, let [i] = {~EI: i~j>, and let U be an 
ultrafilter on Z with [i] E U for all i E Z. By assumption, for every i E Z there 
are M, and X;E X(M,) such that whenever a E M(A), then (M, a, X) 4 z*(Z) 
for all /E i. Consider M= n M,/U, v = [X, U] (M,): X(M) r n XM,/U, 
I’= (.x~)/UE~ XM,/U, and x=~‘(y). We claim that for all UEM(A) 
and all l~/i, we have (M, a, x)$C*(Z). Indeed, let l~/i and UEM(A) and 
suppose that (M, a, x) l z*(l). We have a = (a,>lU for some PE U and 
iE P; then (M, a, x)=n (Mi, a,, x,)/U (in the P.-LX. (Mod T)*y). Con- 
dition (iii) applied to C*(Z) and (M, a, x) E z*(Z) says that there is Q E U, 
Q c P, such that (Mi, uj, x~)E~*(Z) for iE Q. Consider the set [{Z}] = 
{in I: IE i}; it belongs to U; intersecting it with Q, the intersection still 
belongs to U, hence it is non-empty. Let i be an element of this intersection. 
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We have found in Z, 1~ i, and a = ai, such that (Mi, a, xi) E C*(Z), contrary 
to the choice of the Mi and xi. This shows our claim. 
Now clearly, the assertion of the claim just proved contradicts the facts 
stated in the second and third paragraphs. This completes the proof. 1 
According to Lemma 4.2, we have finished the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
5. CANONICAL ULTRAMORPHISMS 
The ultramorphisms used in the last section (the “diagonal” 6,: 
M+ MU, and the 6, (E = 1,2) in the proof of 4.6) have a stronger 
canonicity property than the one spelled out in the definition of 
ultramorphism. Roughly speaking, they are canonical morphisms defined 
in terms of the universal properties of certain (left) limits and directed 
colimits in SET. In this section, we make this idea precise by introducing 
the notion of canonical ultramorphism, and showing that they are all we 
need for the truth of Theorem 4.1. 
A cone (see [CWM]) is a graph G with a distinguished node u (vertex) 
such that for every y E IGI - (u>, there is exactly one edge (projection) 
u + y in G, and there are no edges into u; the full subgraph on IGI - {u} is 
the base of the cone. A D-cone (or directed co-cone) is a graph G with a 
distinguished node u (vertex), such that for every y E ]GI - {u} there is 
exactly one edge (injection) y -+ u, there are no edges from u, and moreover, 
the full subgraph on IG( - {u} (the base of the D-cone) is the graph of a 
directed partial order. 
An LD-graph (limit directed colimit) is a small graph ,4, together with a 
set of data as follows: 
(i) a set CO of edges of n of the form J. + 1 [intended to be identity 
morphisms], and a set C, of triangles z of edges of A [intended 
to be commutative traingles]; 
(ii) a family LD(/1)= L(n) uD(n) of pairs (G, g) such that if 
(G, g) E L(A), G is a cone, and if (G, g) E D(A), G is a D-cone, and 
(always) g is a graph-morphism (diagram) g: G + A. 
Let /i be an LD-graph, and S an arbitrary category. An LD-diagram of 
type n in S is a diagram A: /i + S such that A carries each element of C, 
into an identity morphism in S, carries each triangle in C, into a com- 
mutative triangle in S, and “carries each formal limit and colimit in LD(/I) 
into a true limit (resp. directed colimit) in LD(/1)“: whenever (G, g) E L(n), 
then the composit A 0 g: G + S is a limit diagram (“limiting cone”), and 
whenever (G, g) E D(A), then A 0 g is a directed colimit diagram (including 
607/65/2-4 
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the condition that the restriction of A 0 g to the base of G is a functor from 
the base as a category (partial order)). 
For an LD-graph A, and arbitrary category S, let Hom(A, S) stand for 
the category whose objects are the LD-diagrams A + S, whose morphisms 
all the natural transformations between them. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. For any LD-graph A, there are a category /i and an 
LD-diagram A,, : A -+ A, having the following universal property: 
Whenever A: A + S is any LD-diagram, then there is a unique functor 
d^: /i + S such that 
commutes. 
A and A, are unique up to isomorphism, /i and A,, can (and will) be 
chosen so that the objects of A are exactly the nodes of A, and the object- 
function of A,, is the identity. 
Moreover, any natural transformation A + A’ (A, A’ E Hom(A, S)) is a 
natural transformation 2 -+ 1’. 
Remarks (instead of proof). Intuitively, the morphisms of A are those 
of A, plus all others that necessarily exist because of the prescribed limits 
and colimits. The universal properties of those limits and colimits also force 
certain morphisms to be equal. The proof can be given by a transfinite con- 
struction through all ordinals. 
Let k and 1 be two distinguished nodes of A, A an LD-graph. A formal 
canonical LD-morphism (f.c.LD-m.) of type A is any morphism k + 1 in A. 
Let A,, A2 be two LD-graphs. A2 is an extension of A, (in symbols: 
A, c A,) if A, is a subgraph of A, (not necessary full) and LD(A,) c 
WA,). 
Let Z be a subset of A, an LD-graph. Let Z be the smallest subset Z’ of 
11) such that Z c Z’ and whenever (G, g) E LD(A), and g(i) E Z’ for all i in 
the base of the cone (or D-cone) G, then g(v) E Z’ for the vertex v of G; 
briefly, Z is the closure of Z under the distinguished limits and colimits. 
Let A, c A2. We say that A, is a generated extension (g-extension) of A, 
if [A,[ A taken in A2 is identical to 1 A,l: “every node in /A,( is obtained by 
(repeated) distinguished limits and colimits from 1 A 1 1.” 
Let A, be an extension of A,, i: A, + A2 the graph-inclusion, S a 
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category. A2 is an S-conservative extension of ,4, if the induced functor i*: 
Hom(A,, S) + Hom(A, , S) is an equivalence of categories. 
Consider the following (trivial) example. Let the LD-graphs A, and A2 
be defined as follows: IAll =Z (a set), A, has no edges, and LD(A,) = 0; 
IA,1 = Zu {p}, the edges of A, are “projections” p + i, one for each itz I; 
Z.(A) = {(G, g)>, with G = A, (A, is a cone with vertex p) and g = the iden- 
tity, o(A) = 0. Then clearly, A2 is a g-extension of A 1 ; in fact, for any 
category S, we have that i* above is full and faithful; A2 is S-conservative 
over A, precisely when S has all Z-indexed products. 
Let Z be an ultragraph, in the sense introduced in Section 3. Spelling out 
the definition of ultraproducts in terms of products and colimits results in a 
specific LD-graph i= as follows. i= has Z as a subgraph; additional nodes 
and edges are as follows: for each bound node /3 and for each P E U, (U, is 
the ultrafilter assigned to /l in Z), we have a node S(B, P) [for the product 
niEP gs(i)]; for each ie P, an edge rr(/I, P, i): S(fl, P) + gB(i) [projection]; 
for each pair (P, Q) of elements of U, with Q c P, an edge 1(/I, P, Q): 
S(b, P)+6(/?, Q); for each PE U,, an edge ~(fi, P): S(p, P)+B [injec- 
tion]; 
LD(F) is given as follows. The members of L(r) are (G,,, gP,P) for /I E Zb 
and PE U,, where G,, is the cone with base the set P (no edges in the 
base), and vertex v; g&i) =ga(i) [given in Z!] for iE P; g&v) = S(/?, P); 
gs,Av + proj i) = 7c(fl, P, i). The members of O(r) are (G,, ia), for /? E Zb, 
where G, is the cone whose base is the graph of the partial order WFP, and 
whose vertex is v; gB(P) = S(p, P), gp(Q < P) = q(fi, P, Q), g&v) = p. We 
also throw in the following commutativity data into the set C,, 
for all /l E Zb, Q c P in U,, i E Q,; also, we add “@, P, P) = Id” to CO. 
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The fact that the purpose of the LD-graph T is achieved is expressed by 
the following statement: the graph- inclusion I’+ r induces an equivalence 
Hom(r, SET) + Hom(T, SET) (the domain category here is a category of 
LD-diagrams, the second one is a category of ultradiagrams; note that it is 
not quite literally true that Hom(r, SET) + Hom(graph(T), SET) factors 
through Hom(f, SET) -+i”c’. Hom(graph(T), SET); one gets “non-strict” 
ultradiagrams too; but still, the above statement is true, by a trivial 
modification of the functor defined by composition.) 
Let r be an ultragraph, k and 1 two nodes in K A formal canonical 
ultramorphism (f.c.u.m.) of type r* = (I’, k, I) is any morphism k + I in A, 
for any LD-graph /i which is a generated extension of the LD-graph r (see 
above), and which is a conservative extension of r with respect to SET. 
It would be much simpler to say that an f.c.u.m. is a morphism in F, 
unfortunately, this kind of special f.c.u.m. is not sufficient for our proof to 
go through. 
An f.c.u.m. 6 of type I-*, with /1 as above, gives rise to an ultramorphism 
in S = SET as follows. The graph-inclusion r +‘I r induces an equivalence 
Hom(F, S) -+‘I’ Hom(r, S), as we said above. The inclusion r -+jz /i 
induces an equivalence Hom(/l, S) -+‘r* Hom(f; S) by hypothesis. Let 
Horn&ii, S) denote the category of all functors /i + S preserving the 
“distinguished” limits and colimits; Horn ,J/i, S) has the objects precisely 
the functors B for d E IHom(n, S)I (see 5.1), and it is a full subcategory of 
Hom(/l, S). By 5.1, i,=_d,,: A -+ /i induces an equivalence, in fact an 
isomorphism, Horn&/l, S) +‘T Hom(/i, S). Composing these three 
equivalences, we obtain that i = i, 3 i, ‘J i, : T-r n induces an equivalence 
Horn&/i, S) qi* Hom(r, S). It follows that the induced functor 
Hom(Hom(T, S), S) + Hom(Hom,,(/i, S), S) is an equivalence as well. In 
particular, with the functors 
Hom(r, S) a s 
l/l 
and 
Horn&ii, S) * S 
(with (k)’ being “evaluation at k” for k E I/ii, etc.) we have (k)’ = i**((k)), 
(I)’ = i**((f)), and i ** induces a bijection 
Hom((k), (I)) --, Hom((k)‘, (I)‘). 
We have our f.c.u.m. 6 as a morphism 6: k + 1 in /1 .^ Hence (6) = ev(6) is a 
morphism (6): (k)’ -+ (I)’ in Hom((k)‘, (I)‘). The unique 6, E Hom((k)), (1)) 
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such that i**(&,) = 6 is, by definition, the ultramorphism 6s induced by 6. 
Any ultramorphism so obtained from an f.c.u.m. is called canonical. 
In less abstract terms, 6, is defined as follows. Let d: Z-+ S be an 
ultradiagram. We can find an LD-diagram .@‘, : i=--+ S extending Z, then 
dz: n + S extending zY1 (by hypothesis), then ds: /1+ S extending &C 
(via A,,), by 5.1. We have (6,), =~$~(6). The above, more abstract, 
definition has the advantage that from it it is immediate that 6, is well 
defined and is an ultramorphism. 
A canonical ultracategory K is a pre-ultracategory together with an 
ultramorphism 6, of type Z* assigned (formally) to any f.c.u.m. 6 of 
type Z*. Replacing ultracategories by canonical ones, the basic duality 
theory of Sections 2 and 3 remains valid (of course), and one obtains a 
canonical functor e’;‘) from T, any pretopos, into &m(Hom”“(F, 92), 
SET), where Hom”“(F, 9%) is the canonical ultracategory of models of T. 
THEOREM 5.2. For any small pretopos T, e:’ is an equivalence of 
categories. 
Of course, 5.2 is a strengthening of 4.1 since Hom(Hom”“(5, %t), SET) 
is a subcategory of Hom(Hom(F, L&d), SET). 
Proof. The proof is obtained by inspecting that of 4.1. The proofs of 
conditions (i) and (ii) in 4.2 did not refer to ultramorphisms at all. In the 
proof of (iii), specifically in the proof of 4.4, we have used the 
ultramorphism “aM : M + M”.” This is seen to be canonical as follows. 
Now rf= {k}, rb = {Z}, (II, U,) = (Z, U); in i= we have the additional 
nodes 6(Z, P) = 6, for PEU, edges ~(1, P,~)=x,,~: 6,+k (iEP), 
‘l(l, p, Q) = qP.Q: 6, + sQ (Q <Pin U), and ~(1, P)=qp: S,-+l, 
Let us consider these nodes and edges objects ?d morphisms in f (by 
writing y for ddy)). Let PE U. In the category r, 6, is a product of the 
constant Z-indexed fam$ly (k), with projections r~~,~. Hence, there is a uni- 
que 4 p: k + 6, in r (diagonal) such that x~,~oc+~~= Id, for all ie I. 
Moreover, for Q E P, both in U, we have that 
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The composite qpn qbP: k + 1 will not depend on P, 
call it 6: k + 1. It is clear that 6,,, is our ultramorphism (note that in this 
case there was no need for a A; i.e., A = 7). 
Next, we turn to the proof of 4.6, specifically part (4) of that proof. Fix E, 
either of 1 and 2, and write y(p) for y,(p), P for r,; we wish to show that 
6, is canonical. 
P now looks as follows. Let t E 0 <g, Q’ < P’ in U,, Q d P in V,, ig P’, 
Jo P. Instead of 
we write 
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Let S c R be in W ( W is an ultralilter on Y), PE R. In place of 
we write 
We now extend the LD-graph r’ to an LD-graph A. Let PE 9, P’= 
(P,: ~EQ). For tEQ, let Pi= {FEZ,: g,(i)Ef(P)}; since t is accessible 
from p, P; E U,. Let r*P be the full subgraph of F whose nodes are the 
ones in r(P’) (the ones accessible from p), plus all tp,,t =dr~,,pf and 
?I,, =dr 81,p, (t E 0). A will have a “formal left limit” of T*P; we throw in a 
new node A,, and projections ‘yp: Ap -+ y to every y in lr*P’I ; we put in an 
appropriate pair (G, g) in L(A). Let Q<p, both in P. We let E~,~,, =dl 
~~,~;o; (where Pi was defined above, from F; Q; is defined similarly, from Q) 
and ?~..p,r =df vr,Pl,Q19 
r*Q and vertex ;ip 
for t E 0’. Consider the cone with base the diagram 
and whose projections are the projections y&for 
y E f(Q), and the (formal) composites E Pp Aqh: ~,-%j,,~ ?ppAb,b 
1 p + da,,, for t E 0’. Put in a new arrow ‘[z,h: 2, + Ip together with cbm- 
mutativity conditions asserting that [p,O is the (unique) arrow obtained 
from the universal property of the cone with vertex Ap and base r*Q. 
Before completing the description of A, we want to come to the main 
point. Let P be the full subgraph of r’ as described above obtained by dis- 
carding the nodes I and 6,(R E W). Let A, be the LD-extension of r 
obtained by the preceding extensions process (this did not refer to I and 
the 6,). Let vp be the projection vp= ($,Jp: A,- + do. 
Now, let J&‘: r-+ SET be any ultradiagram. We can regard & an LD- 
diagram &: r-+ SET. Because SET has small limits, d can be extended, 
essentially uniquely, to an LD-diagram 3% A, --t SET. We claim that %Y 
carries the family of morphisms [p,O (Q < P in 9) into a directed system in 
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SET, and it carries q$ into a colimit of this directed system, with canonical 
injections 9(vp) (FE 9). 
The first part of this claim is clear; actually, [,-,- will form a directed 
system already in /i , , because the “canonical definitions” of the [P,.B. The 
second part is a special property of the graph r, as well as of SET. To 
prove the second part, we begin by pointing out a representation of the left 
limit 9#(A,-). 
The standard way of representing left limits in SET yields the following. 
B(Ap) is the set of all elements (vectors) a’~ n,, ,r*P, g(y) such that for any 
edge B +’ y in r*p, (g(e))(a’(p)) = d(y). The projections G?(Ap) +l’d) B(y) 
are given by restricting the projections from the product. Looking at this 
representation, we recognize the following connection with part (4) in the 
proof of 4.6. 
Let a!*: r+ SET* be any proper lifting of .&, i.e., a u.d. such that 
rs SET* 
\I 
.d lorgetlul 
SET 
commutes, S*(&,) is proper, and J&‘*(Y) is improper for y E r,- (q5,). Let 
0 be the set of t E O,, such that &*(/I,) is proper, let P, = {~EJ,: &‘*(i,(j)) 
is proper ); for t E 0 we have P, E V,. It is easy to see that P’= p,,, = 
(P,: t E 0) is regular, and r(P’) is identical to the set (&} u 
wk- r,: d*(y) is proper}. Now with a fixed J&‘, and a fixed P’EP, 
let A, be the set of all proper liftings d* of d such that P,,, = p. Inspec- 
tion shows that the set &?(A,) described above and A, are essentially the 
same: elements of B(2,) are determined by their restrictions to Z(P’), and 
similarly for elements of A p; we identify a’~ &?‘(A,) with .pl’* E A, such that 
a’ r z-(F) = d* p r(F). 
We now choose the representation 9#(A,) = A,, with the obvious projec- 
tions; in particular, B(v,-) is the map taking d* to a in (A, a) = d*(&). In 
this representation, the map g([P,Q): B(A,-) -B(A,) becomes the 
following: it associates with s8* E 29(A,) (such that p,. = F) the “restric- 
tion” G?;” with p.di = 0 such that .~?:(y) = d*(y) for y E r(e) and -02:(y) 
is the improper point for y E T< 1. - r(o). 
We remind the reader of the following well-known criterion. Let (D, 6) 
be a directed partial order, (A,, id,&: A, -+ A,., v~,~ : A, + A, : db d 
in D) a D-cone in SET. For it to be a colimiting D-cone, it is necessary 
and sufficient to have the following two conditions fulfilled: 
(i) (surjectivity) For any UE A,, there is dc D and bE A, such 
that vd,m(b) = a; 
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(ii) (injectivity) whenever dED, b and b’ belong to A,, and 
v+(b) = vd,ao(b’), then there is d’ 2 d such that idd’ (b) = c&b’). 
Now, turning to the second part of our claim, we immediately see that in 
our case, (i) holds, since the statement (*) in (4) in the proof of 4.6 is an 
equivalent assertion. To prove (ii), let &4:, &;~%9(il~) (p= (P,: tee)) 
be two proper liftings of &, and suppose that &~(&,)=&~(&,) = 
(.&‘(&), a), a E J&‘(#,,). We define the sets 0’ c 0 and Pi c P, for t E 0’ as 
follows. Suppose that 0 K a < a0 and that 0’ n 0, and Pi for t E 0’ n 0 <a 
have been defined such that (induction hypothesis) for every y E f <cI 
accessible from p, 5( = (P:: tE@‘n@,.) we have &‘:(y)=&;(y). Define 
0’ n 0, by declaring that t E 0, belongs to it if and only if t is accessible 
from P,,. Define P,‘= {~EJ,: sxf:(i,(j))=~!~(i~(j))} for tEO’n@,. 
Then for t E 0’ n O,, {i E I,: g,(i) is accessible from P’I,,} belongs to U,; by 
the induction hypothesis, therefore {i E I, : d T( g,( i)) = d:( g,(i))} belongs 
to U, as well; hence &‘:(/I,) = .~&‘;4:(8,) and d:(y,) = &T(y,). It follows that 
for t E 0’ n 0, we have that P: E V, as required. It also follows that for 
y E Z,, y accessible from p implies that d:(y) = d;(y). &T(&,) = dT(&,) 
by assumption. Therefore, for every y E Z<,+ , , if y is accessible from Zr’, 
then d:(y) = d;(y) as required for the induction. 
By its definition, P’IEPP and ~p,P(A:)=~F,P(&‘~). This completes the 
proof of (ii) (“injectivity”), and thus the proof of the claim as well. 
The claim proved last asserts that if we add the specification to A, that 
&, be the colimit of the directed system of the arrows cp,,- with canonical 
injections vp, then the resulting LD-graph A, will be a SET-conservative 
extension of A I and hence of r as well. 
Let A be the graph which is the union of P and A, in the obvious 
sense. Clearly, A is an extension of F which is conservative with respect to 
SET. We point out that a morphism 6: $ + 1 in A as follows. 
Let PE 8. The set R = {Q E 8: Q < P} belongs to W. We write y for 
d,(y) again; we put ourselves in the category A. 6, is the product 
&, p y(Q), with projections rcR,a. Consider the composite 
and call it x~,,P. We have a unique xp: II, -+ 6, such that 
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commutes for all 0 E R. Let ,u,G: ;1, + 1 be the composite pip= qR 0 xp. It is 
easy to see that 
I 
commutes for 0 d P’. Since & is the colimit of the <P,Q, there is a unique 6: 
do -+ 1 such that 
commutes for all p. 6 is the desired f.c.u.m. Looking at the second descrip- 
tion of 6,,, given above, it becomes clear that bSET is the same as what we 
described as 6, in the proof of 4.6. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.2. i 
6. EXACT CATEGORIES 
The notion of an exact category was introduced by M. Barr in [EC]. 
The definition is obtained from that of pretopos by deleting clauses (2) and 
(3) (disjoint sums); the exact categories so defined are the same as “exact 
and finitely complete” categories of [EC]. A functor between exact 
categories is exact if it preserves finite limits and quotients of equivalence 
relations. For any exact category S, Ex(S) denotes the category of all exact 
functors from S to SET, with all natural transformations as morphisms; 
Ex(S) is a full subcategory of Hom(S, SET). It is easy to see that Ex(S) has 
arbitrary small products and small directed colimits “inherited from SET”: 
they are preserved by the inclusion Ex(S) + Hom(S, SET), as well as by 
each (A): Ex(S) + SET (A E ISI; (A) = “evaluation at ,4”). It follows that 
Ex(S) is a pre-ultracategory Ex(S) such that the inclusion Ex(S) + 
Hom(S, SET) is a strict p.-u.f. Ex(S) + Hom(S, SET) (for Hom(S, SET) as 
a p.-u.c., see (i)(b) in Sect. 2). In fact, it follows that if we define the 
ultraproduct functor [ U]: (Ex(S))’ -+ Ex(S) by the formula [ U]( (Mi)) = 
lin?.. (PP nitP Mi, with products and colimits understood in Ex(S)), then 
we get a functor isomorphic to the ultraproduct functor defined by the for- 
mulas in the proof of (i)(b) in Section 2, and if we choose the products and 
colimits matching (in an obvious sense) the choices defining the 
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ultraproduct functors in SET, this new definition becomes literally the 
same as the old one. 
Ex(S) can be made an ultracategory in a unique way so that the full 
inclusion Ex(S) + Hom(S, SET) is a strict ultrafunctor; this is obvious. 
Let X: Ex(S) + SET be a functor preserving all small products and 
directed colimits; i.e., carrying all small product diagrams (cones) and all 
small directed colimit diagrams (co-cones) into the corresponding kind of 
diagram in SET. Then there is a canonical (transition) isomorphism 
[X, U] for every ultrafilter (Z, U), from X0 [U], (K = Ex(S)) to 
C~1SE-r 0 X’: for any ( Mi) in K’, [X, U] <M,> is the natural isomorphism of 
two versions of limp, UOP l-Ii, P Mi, obtained by two sets of choices for the 
limiting cones and co-cones involved. Hence, X can be regarded a 
preultrafunctor. Moreover, any natural transformation between two such 
functors X, Y: Ex(S) + SET will be automatically an ultratransformation 
between X and Y as pre-ultrafunctors; this is easily seen. 
Let us denote by HomnD( Ex(S), SET) the category whose objects are 
those X: Ex(S) + SET which preserve small products and directed colimits 
and which are also ultrafunctors (as pre-ultrafunctors between the 
ultracategories Ex(S) and SET), and whose morphisms are all natural 
transformations between such functors. 
In particular, Homn D( Ex(S), SET) is a full subcategory of 
Hom(Ex(S), SET). It is clear that ev: S+ Hom(Ex(S), SET) factors 
through HomnD( Ex(S), SET), giving rise to a functor ek: S + 
HomnD(Ex(S), SET). The following corollary is a fairly straightforward 
consequence of Theorem 4.1. 
COROLLARY 6.1. For any small exact category S, e: is an equivalence of 
categories. 
Proof. We first construct the “pretopos completion” of S. Consider the 
Grothendieck topology on S generated by the families of coverings that are 
single regular epimorphisms (the regular epimorphism topology). The 
category of sheaves over S as a site with this topology, 3, is a coherent 
topos. Let T be the full subcategory of 3 consisting of the coherent objects; 
T is a pretopos. The canonical functor E: S + 3 (Yoneda followed by 
associated sheaf) factors through T, and gives rise to a functor 6: S + T. 
Elementary facts of topos theory imply the following three facts. 
(i) For any pretopos y’ = T, e induces an equivalence o*: 
Hom(y, s’)rEx(S, T’) (Hom(F, S’) is the category of elementary 
functors from T to T’, Ex(S, T) is the category of exact functors from S to 
T’; o*(M) = MO a). 
(ii) cr is conservative (hence faithful) and full. 
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(iii) Every object B in T is covered by finitely many objects coming 
from S: there are finitely many morphisms a(A ;) +I; B (i < n) such that 1 B 
(the maximal subobject of B) = Vicn Im(fj). 
Apply (i) to T = SET to obtain an equivalence o*: Mod Tz Ex(S). CJ* 
induces an equivalence (T**: Hom( Ex( S), SET) 5 Hom( Mod( T), SET). 
By inspecting the definitions of Ex(S) and Mod(T) as ultracategories, we 
see that g* is a strict ultrafunctor Mod(T) -+ ExlSl Let ‘7’ = 
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M(B) 2 f X(a*M) 
a-b 
(V)B 
I ,I I I 
X(P,) 
ai w  bi 
M,(B) ; X(a*M,) 
for each i < IZ. Let bi = v,,(ai). Since X preserves products, the morphisms 
X(p,) (i< n) form a product diagram in SET. Hence there is b EX(O*M) 
such that X(pi)(b) = b, for i < n. Let a = v,*(b). By the last mentioned com- 
mutativity and v~, being an isomorphism, (xJB(a) = ai for i < n. Since the 
fi: aA, + B form a covering, there is i < n and c E M(oA i) such that 
M(fi)(c) = a. But then, for this specific i, and for cj = (z~)~(c), we have that 
Mi(fi)(ci) = ai, contradicting a, 4 Im(MJf,)). This proves the claim. 
We have proved the existence of A ( = Ai) E JSI and a regular epi 
aA ++P B. Consider the kernel-pair of p, 
p, p’, p, p form a pullback, A +” A x A +li’ A are canonical projections, p 
is a mono; the diagram is in T. It follows that the subobject C determined 
by p is an equivalence relation on aA, and p is a quotient of it. By (iii), (ii) 
and the fact that in the exact category S there are images, we see that the 
subobject Z is a sup of the form C = Vicn a(C,), with Ci E Sub,(A x A) 
(i< n). We now want to apply the above argument involving finite 
products to conclude that C = a(Zi) for one of the i < n. For this we need 
that the object C is preserved by finite products: whenever iVj E [Mod TI 
for j<m, llj,, a*M, +T o*M, are canonical projections in Ex(S), 
v: o*M +” nj<,,, a*Mj is an isomorphism, a*(pj)= n,ov, then the 
diagram (M(C) -+ (Pl)c Mj( C): j < m) is a product diagram in SET. This can 
be proved easily starting from the facts that the objects aA and B are 
preserved by finite products (use that the pullback of product diagrams is a 
product diagram); in turn, aA is preserved by finite products since e’(A) 
preserves (finite) products, and B is preserved since e(B) z a+X and X 
preserves (finite) products. Using that C is preserved by finite products, we 
can repeat the above argument to show that its covering given by the fact 
that Z=Vi,, a(Zi) should reduce to a single morphism, i.e., that 
Z= a(.Z,) as claimed; the details are omitted. 
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We now have that Z= o(C’) for some C’E Sub,(A x A). Since C is an 
equivalence relation on aA, by the exactness and conservativeness of 0, it 
follows that C’ is an equivalence relation on A. Since S is exact, there is a 
quotient A ++p’ A’ of C’. Since o is exact, oA -+Op’ crA’ is a quotient of .Z. 
Since oA -+p B is a quotient of C as well, B is isomorphic to GA’. 
Since e(B) z a’X, it follows that X is isomorphic to e’(A’), which was to 
be proved. 1 
The statement of 6.1 contains the assertion that the evaluation functor 
ev: S + Hom( Ex(S), SET) is exact, faithful and full. This was proved before 
in [M2], sharpening M. Barr’s full exact embedding theorem [EC]. 
7. PRELIMINARIES ON ~-CATEGORIES 
Concerning 2-categories, we have the references [CWM] and [FCT]. In 
order to make the paper selfcontained, and also to emphasize certain 
points, we include a discussion of 2-categories here. 
The definition of category looks as follows: a category has a collection of 
objects and for each pair A, B of objects, a class Hom(A, B) (of 
morphisms), etc. If here we replace class by category, and make all the 
logical changes in the subsequent parts of the definition, we arrive at the 
notion of 2-category. [In passing: our 2-categories will usually be super- 
categories (s-categories): their collections of objects will be superclasses 
(s-classes).] 
We find that it is easier to arrive at an even more general notion first. 
Let S be a Cartesian s-category: S has distinguished finite products, 
including a distinguished terminal object 1. We wish to define the notion of 
an S-category so that an S-category C has a s-class of objects, and for each 
pair of objects A, B, it has an object-of-morphisms Hom(A, B) = (A, B) = 
C(A, B) which is an object of S. Now note that we do not have elements of 
objects of S available; therefore, we have to express ideas of composition, 
associativity, etc., by drawing diagrams in the abstract category S. Here is 
the finished product. 
DEFINITION 7.1. Let 9’ be a Cartesian s-category. 
(1) An Y-category % is given by 
(i) an s-class I%?[ of objects of %‘; 
(ii) for any pair of objects A, B of %?, an object %?(A, B) = (A, B) 
in Y (the object-of-morphims-of %? with-domain A and 
codomain B); 
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(iii) for any object A of 9?, an identity morphism: a morphism 1,: 
1 + (A, A) in 9, with 1 the (distinguished) terminal object 
of 9; 
(iv) for any triple of objects A, B, C of %T, a composition-morphism 
” = ‘A.B.C 
0: (A, B) x (B, C) + (A, C). 
The data (i)-(iv) have to satisfy: 
(a) (identity). The composite (in Y’), 
(4 B) = >lx(A,B) ‘““‘d’“%(A,A)x(A,B)-(A,B) 
equals the identity morphism Id,,,,, ( left unit), and a similar condition for 
1 A being a right unit. 
(b) (associativity). For any quadruple of objects A, B, C, D of %?, 
the diagram (in Y), 
(A, B) x (4 ‘3 x (C, D) “A.B.CX1dW), (A, c) x (c, D) 
%,m x c B.C.D 
I I 
OA.C.D 
t-4 B) x (4 D) - OA.B.0 (4 D) 
commutes. 
(2) For Y-categories %? and 9, an Y-functor 
is an assignment of an object F(A) of 9 to any object A of %, plus an 
assignment of a morphism in 9, 
WA, B) FA.B 9(XA, XB) 
to any pair of objects A, B of V, such that the following are satisfied: 
(a) the composite 
l---f& %(A, A) F*,A * Q(XA, XB) 
equals 1 FA, and 
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(b) the diagram 
%(A, B)x%?(B, C) ‘.4.&C - W:(A, Cl 
FLB x FB.C 
I I 
I;r.c 
3(FA, FB) x F(FB, FC) z 9(FA, FC) 
commutes. 
(3) For Y-functors 
an Y-transformation ~1: F-+ G is an assignment of a morphism (in 9’) ~1,~ :
1 + 9(FA, GA) to any object A of 55’ such that the diagram 
9(FA, FB) W/lmr.sl x LIB + a( FA, FB) x S( FB, GB) 
f-A3 
/ I 
%(A, B) fl(FA, GB) 
\ 
tit/l 
r 
Q(GA, GB) /Ir * ,d,,,c,4,bB, ’ %FA, GA) x WGA, GB) 
commutes. 
(4) Given .Y-functors and Y-transformations 
we can define composites G 6 F, G 0 p, v 0 F, v I- p in a natural way; the details 
of formulating these are left to the reader. Also, note the obvious identity 
Y-functor Id, : % -+ S”; as well as the identity Y-transformation Id,: F-t F. 
(5) Given Y-functors 
an (Y-)adjuncrion (making F a kff adjoint of G, F+G) is a pair of 
Y-transformations 
q=Id,-+GF, E: FG-+Id, 
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such that the following two composites 
G OoG + GJ’GA G 
F Fe’+ FGFs F 
are identities (the first one Id,, the second Id,). Y) is called the unit, E the 
counit of the adjunction. 
We maintain that the above definitions are the only possible ones one 
can reasonably give under the restriction that they should work in the full 
generality of Y being any Cartesian s-category. Also, it is understood that 
for Y = CLASS, the s-category of all classes and functions, an Y-category 
should be precisely the same as on s-category in which the horn-“sets” are 
classes; this is indeed so, as can be seen by inspecting the definition; of 
course, “functor, ” “natural transformation,” etc., will behave similarly well. 
Now, let Vak be the s-category of all categories: its objects are the 
categories, its morphisms are the functors, and composition is the usual 
one. %'a4 is Cartesian; in particular 1 is the category with one object and 
one morphism. 
DEFINITION 7.2. A 2-category is a %&-category, a 2-functor is a Wad- 
functor, and a 2-transformation is a %‘&-transformation. 
In particular, for a 2-category %?, %?(A, B) is a category; usually, an 
object of a horn-object %(A, B) is called a l-cell of V, a morphism of 
%?(A, B) is called a 241 of %. A notation like f: A + B, with objects (O- 
cells) of %?, indicates thatfis an object of %(A, B) (a l-cell); and 0: f --, f’, 
with J f ‘: A 2 B, indicates that 0 is a morphism from f and f’ in %?(A, B) 
(0 is a 2-cell). Giving a functor 1 + K (K a category) is equivalent to giving 
an object of K, hence now 1 A is a l-cell 1 A : A + A. For a 24ransformation 
~1: I;+ G (using the notation of 7.1(3)), pLA is a l-cell FA + GA. 
The prime example for a 2-category is %a& itself; the horn-object 
Vat(A, B) is Hom(A, B), the category of all functors and natural transfor- 
mations from A to B. The fact that Y = %g,t can be “enriched” to an Y- 
category structure is related to the fact that Y is Cartesian closed. On the 
other hand, Definition 7.1 does not refer to the Cartesian closed structure 
of P’, in contrast to the usual formulations in the literature. 
Let V be a 2-category, A and B objects in %?. A l-cell, f: A + B is 
called an equivalence if there exists g: B + A and isomorphisms (2-cells) 
l”‘“gof, lB’“fog. 
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PROPOSITION 1.3. Suppose (q, E) is an adjunction of the 2-functors 
%? 2: 9 (F--l G). Let A and B objects of Q? and assume that the l-cells Ed : 
FGA + A, Ed: FGB --f B are equivalences. Then 
G A$: e(A, B) - 9(GA, GB) 
is an equivalence of categories. 
Proox By assumption, we have the l-cells, 
(7.1) 
EA : FGA - A, &a: A - FGA, 
the 2-cells, 
iA: lA + EA”&>, (,: l,, = EaoE,, 
and the same with B replacing A. Let us denote (7.1) by y: K, + K2. We 
want to construct a functor 6: Kz -+ K, and natural isomorphisms 
w  Id,, r, 6oy, v: Id,, s )I”& 
Given a l-cell g: GA -+ GB, we put 6(g) to be the composite in the 
diagram 
FGA Fg b FGB 
&if IQ 
A--zgT-+B 
(of course, Fg means FGA,oB(g)). 6 is in fact a functor: it is the composite of 
F GA,GB and the functor 
ERODE;: %Y(FGA, FGB)- %‘(A, B) 
(here 0 refers to the composition law in the 2-category %‘). 
To define p we have to determine j+-: f - 6(y(f )) for any f: A + B. We 
have &y(f )) = cB ~FG(f)~&=fo&,~& by the naturality of E: FG+Id,. 
Define ,u~ = f 0 iA [in more detail: recall the composition functor 0 = o~,~,~: 
%?(A, A) x %(A, B) + %?(A, B); p,-is 0 A,A,B( (iA, Id,))]. It is easy to see that 
in this way we have indeed defined a natural isomorphism ,u. 
Let g: GA + GB be a l-cell; we will define vg: g + ” y(&g)). We have 
y(6(g))=GEBoGFgoG&;. 
First, from the isomorphism GtA : l,,, + ” GE> 0 GsA and from the 
equality G.sA 0 qcA = l,, we obtain the isomorphism 
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Using GFg o qca = qce o g (naturality of q), and GEM 0 qcfl = 1 GB 
(adjunction), we obtain Gsso GFgoqCA=GcB~vGB~g=g. Therefore, we 
have the isomorphism 
vg 1 (G&,oGFg)oX: g A y(d(g)). 
It is easy to check that v so defined is a natural isomorphism. [ 
8. THE STONE ADJUNCTION 
Suppose 9 and U are two categories of certain kinds of structures. Sup- 
pose we have a structure J$ in 2 and another one, A in U such that the 
underlying sets of LZJ and A are identical, say A. Suppose moreover that the 
Z-structure d and the U-structure A on the set A “commute” with each 
other. If the structures in 9 and U are both algebras defined by (possibly 
inlinitary) operations on an underlying set, then d commuting with A 
means that we have the identity 
ct((p((a,:jE.z)): iEZ))=j?((Cc((aq: iEz)):jEJ)) (8.1) 
for aij in A, where a is any Z-operation, /I any U-operation on A, CI is Z- 
ary, and fi is J-ary. In case U is, e.g., a category of topological spaces and 
continuous functions, the commutation condition should say that every 
Y-operation on A is continuous with respect to the topology on A. 
Under these conditions, and some mild closure conditions on 9 and U 
(closure under products and substructures in the purely algebraic case), by 
a simple formal procedure we can set up a pair of adjoint functors 
G=Hom(--,dd) 
Yap I u 
F=3ram(--.A) 
with F.being left adjoint to G, where G(9) = Hom(9, d) is an U-structure 
with underlying set Hom(9, a), the set of all Y-morphisms from 9 to -01, 
and similarly for F. This adjunction is seen to derive naturally from the 
adjoint pair 
SEToP a SET 
II 
with the standard adjunction Hom( -, F( = )) + f Hom( =, G( - )), given 
by f- (CM (b t+ (f(b))(c))) (f~ Hod4 F(C)), b E 4 c E 0. 
In the Stone duality between .c!~oL&~, the category of Boolean algebras, 
and Stone, the category of Stone spaces, the relevant functors 
L?8,0fiee”p 
G 
, F Stone 
M)7/65/2-5’ 
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arise as above with A the two-element set 2, & the two-element B.A., and 
A the two-element discrete space. We emphasize the general nature of this 
construction, and we call it the Stone adjunction associated with the 
“bi-structure” (r;3, A). In the Stone duality, the Stone adjunction becomes 
an equivalence: both the unit and the counit of the adjunction are 
isomorphisms; this is the essential particularity of Stone’s theorem. 
For precise and general formulations, and illuminating theorems, con- 
cerning the above discussion see [LR]. 
For further motivation, we discuss a variant of H. A. Priestley’s duality 
theory [P] for distributive lattices. 
We define the notion of ultraspace (U.S.) as follows. A U.S. X is a partially 
ordered set (X, d ), together with an operation [U]: X’+ X for any 
ultralilter U on any set I. [We do not require any relation between 6 and 
the [U] now: but see below.] A morphism of ultraspaces is a function 
between the underlying sets preserving (but not necessarily reflection) d 
and the [U]. U denotes the category of ultraspaces. 
Let 6p denote the category of distributive lattices (d.1) (with 0, 1, A, v ), 
with lattice-homomorphisms as morphisms. 
We have the following standard d.1.: 2, with underlying set 2 = {0, 1 }, 
with the well-known lattice operations. On the other hand, we have the U.S. 
2 with underlying set 2; 0 d 1 but not 1 d 0; and 
It is immediate that 2 and 2 “commute” with each other, in the following 
sense: on the one hand, we have the commutativity relations (8.1) for any 
lattice-operation tl = 0, 1, A , v , and any ultraproduct /I = [U]; on the 
other hand, we have that A and v are monotonic with respect < (the 
partial order in 2). On the basis of these facts alone, by a simplified version 
of the work done in Section 2, we can set up a pair of adjoint functors 
G=Hom(-.2) 
CpP - u. 
-3 
F=Xo,,z-.2) 
here G(9) = Hom(9, 2) is the ultraspace of all homomorphisms (prime 
filters) 9 -+ 2, a sub-ultraspace of Hom(D, 2) defined in the obvious way; 
similarly for F. The counit E: Id, + FG of this adjunction has 
Ed: 9 + A%wz(Hom(9,2), 2) 
defined by the formula a,(d)(p) = p(d) (do D, PE Hom(9,2)). The unit 
‘1: Idu + GF is given by 
k&)(4=4x) (X E IUI, XE A’, do Hom(X, 2)). 
By imitating the proof of condition 4.2(ii) in Section 4, we can show that 
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.sB is an isomorphism of d.l.‘s for any d.1. 9. Here is a sketch of the proof 
that qx is surjective for any U.S. X. 
Let p: &m(X, 2) + 2 be given. Consider the set J of pairs 6 = (d, , d,) 
of elements of Hom(X, 2) such that p(d,) = 1 and p(d,) = 0. Define the par- 
tial order < on J by: 6’ = (d;, &) < 6 iff d; < d, and dz 2 d, (the latter 6, 
> refer to the ordering in Y&Yz(X, 2)). It is easy to see that J is a lower 
semilattice with 6 A 6’ = (d, A d;, d2 v d;). Therefore, there is an 
ultratilter V on the set J such that [S] =df [S’ E J: 6’ < S] belongs to V for 
all 6 E J. For every 6 = (d,, d2) in J, there is xg E X such that d,(xs) = 1 
and d,(x,) = 0; otherwise we would have d, < d2, contradicting p(d, ) = 1 
and p(d,) = 0. Consider x= [ V](X~) = ngGJxg/V. We claim that 
qX(x)= p, i.e., p(d)=d(x) for all dE D. Let, e.g., p(d) = 1; let a,= 
(d,O)EJ; we have d(x)=nasJ d(x,)/V. For all 6 = (d,, d2) E [S,], we 
have dl(xs) = 1, hence by d, dd, d(x,)= 1; it follows that d(x)= 1. We 
prove similarly that p(d) = 0 implies d(x) = 0. 
vx is not injective in general. Postulating the injectivity of qx leads to the 
following “separation axiom.” A U.S. X is called totally disconnected (td.) if 
whenever x, y E X and x 4 y, then there is d: X + 2 such that d(x) = 1 and 
d(y) = 0. It is easy to see that in a t.d. U.S., the ultraproduct operations are 
monotonic with respect to the ordering given. Let TU denote the category 
of all t.d. u.s.‘s; TU is a full subcategory of U. It is easy to see that 
Hom(9,2) defined above is t.d.; hence we have a pair of adjoint functors 
(F--l G), 
the Stone adjunction for d.l.‘s and t.d. u.s.‘s. We have shown 
PROPOSITION 8.1. The Stone adjunction for distributive lattices and 
totally disconnected ultraspaces is an equivalence of categories. 
Although the idea behind the general concept of a Stone adjunction is 
very simple, we do not have a satisfactory general formulation of it. Such a 
general formulation should refer to the following situation. We are given a 
Cartesian closed s-category 5’; two Y-categories 9 and U of two kinds of 
“structures with underlying SP-objects,” in particular we have forgetful Y- 
functors F,: 9+Y, F2: U+S; we have 6~191, AEIUI such that 
F,(d) = E;(A) = A. It is not clear to this author how to formulate satisfac- 
tory the hypothesis that “A commutes with &.” With this hypothesis 
somehow formulated, plus with certain assumptions (closure conditions?) 
on dp and U, we should be able to set up a pair of adjoint Y-functors 
F-I G, 
G=Hom(-,d) 
Y  I u 
F=Som(-,A) 
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so that the adjunction naturally derives from that in 
Hom(-,A) 
Yap WI Y  
HomCG,A) 
This general concept successfully formulated should include the special case 
(with 9’ =%'at) we now turn to: the Stone adjunction of the 2-categories 
of pretoposes on the one hand and ultracategories on the other. 
Note that, just as structures with underlying sets (classes) form 
categories, structures with underlying categories form 2-categories. In par- 
ticular, we have the 2-category .PF of pretoposes, and the 2-category UC 
of ultracategories. 
The objects (O-cells) of 9F are the pretoposes, the l-cells are the 
elementary functors, the 2-cells arbitrary natural transformations between 
the latter; for F, 9’ E IPF/II, the category YF(F-, F-I) is the same as what 
we denoted by Horn (F-,F’) before. The rest of the 2-category structure of 
LPF are the obvious data. In particular, we have the forgetful 2-functor 
with (F,), F-.: P,S(F-,S’) + Hom( T, T’) being the full inclusion. 
The objects of UC are the ultracategories, the l-cells the ultrafunctors, 
and the 2-cells the ultratransformations; UC(K, K’) is the same thing what 
we denoted by Hom(K, K’) before. The composition structure of UC is 
partly described in the definition given at the end of Section 1; what we did 
there was to describe the object function of the functor 
OK.K’.K” : UC(K, K’) x UC(K’, K”) - UC(K, K”). 
The effect of this functor on ultratransformations is the usual “horizontal” 
composition of natural transformations. We have a forgetful 2-functor 
F,: UC + %?‘a4 
KHK 
with ( FZ)K.K.: UC(K, K’) + Hom(K, K’) being what we described as a 
quasi-inclusion before. 
We have 2-functors 
G=Hom(-,954Pet): PF-OP+UC 
F = c%%ez( - , SET): UC --+ 9F-oP; 
the effect of these on objects and on l-cells is given in (iv)(b), (v)(b), 
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(iv)(a), and ( v a m ec ion 2, more precisely, in their d-subscripted ver- )( 1 . S t 
sions mentioned in Section 3. The effect of these 2-functors on 2-cells is 
ordinary “horizontal composition.” 
We have 2-transformations 
q: Iduc --, GF 
E: Id,, -+ FG, 
where qK is eK defined in (vi)d(a), and Ed is e, defined in (vi)d(b) (in 
Sect. 2). We omit the verification of the fact that these data in fact define 2- 
transformations. 
Finally, we claim that q and E define an adjunction FI G of the 2-functors 
F and G. To show this, we have to verify the identities 
G(e, 1 a eGy = Id,, (8.2) 
F(e,) 0 em = Id, (8.3) 
for 5 E 19Y-1, and K E lUC[ (note the “opposite sign” on PY!). 
Although the verification of these identities is completely straight- 
forward, we will dwell on them to some extent. Because of a lack of a good 
general theory of Stone adjunctions, the verification has to be done by 
tedious computation. Some, but unfortunately not all, of the computation 
can be done by putting together the diagrams drawn in the various clauses 
(i)( a)-( vi)( b) in Section 2. 
We will use the following abbreviations. (K, S), (K, S), (i, .!Y), etc, stand 
for Hom(K, S), Hom(K, S), Hom(i, Y), etc.; [T, S] stands for Hom(T, S), 
etc.; {K, S} stands for %m(K, S), etc. We consider the diagram to prove 
(8.31, 
(UC 71, S> (K, S) ql(q.i.) > (K, S) 
Ii @ = ((K, S), S), S) ((“,‘),‘)> (((K, S), S), S)= @ 
@ =(K, S)+tk --+(K, S)= @
0 = (II@, S>> 91, S) a (({K, S>, 91, S) = 0 
The triangles 0, 0, @ (with f’: @ -+ (iJ ) and 0, 0, @ commute; 
they form (part of) the diagram drawn for (vi)(b) (Sect. 2) defining f’ = e,: 
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T+ ([S, Y], S) for T= (K, S) =F(K). The triangles 0, @>, @ and 0, 
0, @ (with g’: @ + 0) commute; they are obtained by applying the 
functor (-, S) to (part of) the diagram drawn for (vi)(a) defining eK: 
K+ ({K, S}, 9). The quadrangles 0, 0, 0, @ (withf: (iJ + 0) and 
0, Q), 0, @ (with g: @ --t 0) commute as is seen directly. Finally, we 
have g’o g = Id,,,,, as seen from the basic adjunction of the functors 
Note that our object is to show that fof’ = IdcK,s,. 
Using the facts listed, a simple diagram chase shows that f 0 f’ 0 q2 = q2. 
This means that f,lf’ and Id(,.,, agree as far as the effects on the functor 
parts of the objects (uitrafunctors) of (K, S), as well as the effect on the 
morphisms in (K, S) are concerned. 
It remains to show that the transition isomorphisms [xl, U] of x’= 
(fof’)(X), for any X: K + S, agree with [X, U] (and hence x’ = A’). 
Referring to the definition at the end of Section 1, we see that 
for HEi(iJl, e=e,, U an ultrafilter on 1. On the other hand, for any 
XE 101, H=f’(X) is a strict ultrafunctor (see (i)(b), (ii)(b) and (vi)(b) for 
Y = {K, S}); therefore for A” = (fof’)(X), we have 
Cy, ul = (f’(x))( Cc WI. 
By the definition off’, we have 
tf’W))(Cet W<,,,)=(Ce, UcM,>).Y for M,E]KI (FEZ); 
by (ii)(a) we see that 
it follows that [xl, U],,,, = [X, 17],,~, as desired. 
This completes the verification of (8.3). 
When verifying (8.2), we want the composite 
cj: [S, Y] cr.r-yl* [{[S, Y], S}, Y] w [S, Y] 
to be the identity. Both functors here are ultrafunctors. We leave it to the 
reader to verify that the composition of their functor parts is the identity 
functor; we show that the transition isomorphisms of the composite are 
identities as well. 
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By (v)(b), the ultrafunctor [e,, Y] is strict. Hence, by the formula for 
the transition isomorphism of a composite (used above) we have for 
Mix I(S, 9’)I and AE ITI that 
the last equality because e,(A) is strict. 
This completes the verification of the equalities (8.2) and (8.3). 
We thus have verified the Stone adjunction 
for pretoposes and ultracategories. 
Suppose we have an adjunction (II, E) of 2-functors 
and suppose that we have distinguished a class of objects of %&, the “small” 
objects of %‘; in the application, %? = BFop and its “small” objects are the 
small pretoposes. We call the given adjunction a reflection in the small if Ed 
is an equivalence (in the sense of the 2-category %?) for all small objects A 
of V. 
In the Stone adjunction for pretoposes and (canonical) ultracategories, 
E,JF E ISSl) is the functor e, of Theorem 4.1 (Theorem 5.2). To say that 
e, is an equivalence in the sense of the 2-category 99 is clearly the same 
as to say that e, is an equivalence of categories in the usual sense. 
Therefore, Theorem 4.1 (Theorem 5.2) implies 
THEOREM 8.2. The Stone adjunction for pretoposes and (canonical) 
ultracategories is a reflection in the small. 
Proposition 7.3 now implies 
COROLLARY 8.3. The Stone adjunction for pretoposes and ultracategories 
induces an equivalence between Hom(.F, S’), the category of elementary 
functors F + F’, and Hom(Mod T’, Mod T), the category of ultrafunctors 
and ultratransformations from Mod T’ to Mod T, for any small pretoposes 
T= J= and T = J~I’ 9 * I 
LEMMA 8.4. An ultrafunctor X K + K' is an equivalence in the sense of 
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the 2-category UC if and only if the functor-part of X is an equivalence of 
categories. 
Proof The “only if’ part is obvious. Assume that the functor-part of X, 
also denoted by X, is an equivalence of categories. Therefore, there are a 
functor Y: K’ + K and isomorphisms 4: YX + z Id,, +: XY + z Idr such 
that X4= tjX (see Theorem 1, p. 91 in [CWM]). Let (I, 17) be an 
ultralilter; for simplicity we abbreviate both [U], and [ U]k, by U; we 
denote the transition isomorphism [X, U]: XU + z UX’ by v. There is a 
unique isomorphism pLu= p: YU + - UY’ such that the diagram of 
functors 
XYU xp xu Y’ ,yl ux’ y’ 
k+ 
(8.4) 
commutes; namely, this diagram defines Xp uniquely as an isomorphism; 
since X is full and faithful, p is uniquely determined too. We make Y into 
a pre-ultrafunctor by specifying [Y, U] =pu for all ultralilters U. The 
commutativity of (8.4) says precisely that II/ is an ultratransformation 
ljk XY- l,., 
hence an isomorphism in the category Hom(K, K). We claim that 4 is an 
ultratransformation 
f$: YX- l,, 
hence an isomorphism in Hom(K, K). Consider the diagram 
Part (iJ commutes since it is obtained from (8.4) by post-composing 
with X’. Part @ commutes by the naturality of v. Part @) commutes by 
the naturality of $. It follows that the outer quadrangle commutes. The 
diagram (similar to (8.4)) whose commutativity expresses that 4 is an 
ultratransformation gives rise, upon pre-composing with X, to the men- 
tioned outer quadrangle. Since X is faithful, the assertion of our claim 
follows. 
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Since the p-.u.f. XY is isomorphic to the u.f. I,., by Lemma 3.1 it follows 
that XY is a u.f. Using that X is faithful, now it is easy to show that Y is a 
u.f. 
The isomorphisms I,$ and 4 show that X is an equivalence in the 
2-category UC with “quasi-inverse” Y. 1 
Lemma 8.5. Let G: 59 + 9 be a 2-jiinctor, and assume that for any 
“small” objects A, B of %?, G,.,: %‘(A, B) + 9(GA, GB) is an equivalence of 
categories. Then, for “small” A and B in %‘, a l-cell 6: GA + GB is an 
equivalence (in 9) ijjf f or some (equivalently: every) l-cell y: A -+ B such that 
G,,,(y) &z 6, y is an equivalence (in 59). 
The easy proof is omitted. 
COROLLARY 8.6. The small pretoposes T, T’ are equivalent categories if 
and only if there is an ultrafunctor from Mod T’ to Mod T whose functor 
part is an equivalence of categories. 
Proof Immediate by 8.3, 8.4, and 8.5. 1 
We also note that the “comparison theorem,” Theorem 7.1.8 in [MR], is 
an immediate consequence of the preceding; this theorem says that if an 
elementary functor F: T+ T between pretoposes induces an equivalence 
Mod T’ + Mod T, then F itself is an equivalence. 
Finally, we comment on the fact that the Stone adjunction for 
pretoposes and ultracategories fails to be a duality, i.e., an equivalence of 
categories. 
One aspect of the Stone adjunction failing to be an equivalence is the 
fact that the proof of Theorem 4.1 goes through with various “sub- 
ultracategories” of Mod T replacing Mod T. For one thing, one can take a 
sub-family of the ultraproduct functors so that at each time the ultrafilter 
existence theorem was used, one can in fact take a required ultrafilter in the 
given subfamily; it is easy to see (by inspecting the proof) that quite restric- 
ted subfamilies of the family of all ultratilters would suffice. On the other 
hand, one can restrict the models considered by taking a full subcategory 
of Mod T closed under ultraproducts and containing at least one model of 
every complete extension of T. 
A “perfect duality theory” requires the replacement of UC by the full 
sub-Zcategory UC’ whose objects are (isomorphic) to Mod T, for some 
TE (8y-( ; of course, to make this interesting one would have to find an 
“abstract” definition of UC’. 
For material concerning adjunctions giving rise to perfect dualities, see 
FRI. 
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